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ADEM - A SYSTEM FOR RECORDING AND
RETRIEVING AECB DECISION-MAKING

A report prepared by J.W. Beare, J W Beare - Consulting, under contract to the Atomic
Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

A concept and plan is proposed for a system to record on-going decision-making by the
AECB so that the decision-making can be retrieved in the future. The system could also be
used to retrieve past decision-making.

RÉSUMÉ

On propose une solution et un plan pour enregistrer les décisions prises par la CCEA et pour
les rappeler. Le système pourrait servir aussi à retracer des décisions antérieures.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the author assumes
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use of the information
contained in this publication.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The system outlined in this report for recording and retrieving AECB decision-making is based
on the Atomic Energy Control Board's decision-making process and the context in which the
AECB makes its decisions. For the purpose of this study decision is used in the dictionary sense
and means the act of making up one's mind; a judgment or conclusion.

1.1 AECB Regulatory Approach

The Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) is an administrative tribunal which administers the
Atomic Energy Control Act. This Act gives the AECB wide powers to make regulations to
control, that is, regulate, all aspects of the development, application and use of atomic (nuclear)
energy. The Regulations prohibit all uses of nuclear energy and radioactive materials and the
export of prescribed items except in accordance with a licence from the AECB; with exemptions
from licensing for small quantities or concentrations of radioactive material and other controlled
substances or items. In practice licences are the main regulatory instrument of the AECB. The
Act is important in regulatory decision-making because it prescribes penalties for a breach of the
Regulations, including a condition of licence.

The AECB has chosen to make regulations with a level of detail to suit the particular
circumstances of the licensed activity. Generally speaking the more complex the activity being
licensed the less prescriptive are the AECB's regulatory requirements. For the more complex
uses of nuclear energy the AECB places the onus on the licensee for all aspects of health, safety,
security and protection of the environment to meet general safety objectives set by the AECB.

Regulations are augmented by Regulatory Documents which may state AECB policy or give
guidance on meeting regulatory requirements. Regulatory Documents have no legal status, as
such, but they play a role in the licensing process. For most nuclear facilities technical
requirements are contained in the conditions of licence, which usually incorporate by reference
key submissions made by the applicant.

Because the AECB's regulatory approach leans heavily on practice and precedent rather than on
rules and regulations it is important for the AECB lo be able to record and trace the decision-
making on earlier cases so that experience can be applied to later cases.

For some aspects, such as the regulation of pressure retaining components, the AECB has a
jurisdictional role in the application of detailed technical standards; usually in collaboration with
other governmental entities. Some decision-making is made in collaboration with other
governmental entities which also have jurisdiction, such as provincial jurisdictions for
environmental effects and the aforementioned pressure retaining components, Foreign Affairs
with respect to nuclear exports and Transport Canada with respect to the transportation of
dangerous goods, to name a few. The AECB deals with officials of other countries and with
international organizations on a number of matters. AECB decision-making is also subject to the
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Process Guidelines Order (FEARPGO), which, in
due course, will be replaced by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. The AECB
receives advice on nuclear safety and radiation protection from two independent advisory
committees. This advice is on general issues, not licensing decisions, but influences decision-
making. The AECB also provides for appearances and representations from the public on
licensing actions. Thus AECB decision-making is influenced by a range of external influences in
addition to licensees.

1.2 AECB Decision-Making

The Board consists of five Members (referred to hereafter as the Board lo distinguish it from
AECB, which is used herein to refer to the institution as a whole). One Member is the President
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and also Chief Executive Officer and serves full-time, The other Members serve part-time. A
staff, currently numbering about 420, reports to the President.

The Board meets regularly to consider:

• applications for licences for nuclear facilities and major radioisotope applications;

• appearances and representations from licensees or others;

• advice from its advisory committees;

• the regulatory research and support program and major projects in that program; and,

• other issues.

The Board is briefed by the staff on current developments, issues and events as well as licence
applications or other licensing actions by memoranda referred to as Board Member Documents
(BMD). If a decision by the Board is required the BMD from the staff will include
recommendations on that decision. The Board also hears representations from applicants or
licensees who may appeal decisions or actions taken by the staff. Decisions ar^i actions by the
Board are recorded in the minutes of its meetings and requires a quorum as set out in the Act.

Although the Board is directly involved in the approval of major licensing actions, by far the
largest number of licences are approved and issued by Designated Officers of the staff
appointed pursuant to the Regulations. Also, many of the issues that arise during the lengthy
licensing process for some nuclear facilities are resolved between the staff of the AECB
(including the President) and licensees without having to be referred to the Board, Moreover, of
the issues that do come to the attention of the Board, much of the detailed rationale behind a
recommendation from the staff is not included in BMDs because of length and complexity.

It is fair to say that the bulk of decision-making in the AECB is done by the staff. In its own
decision-making the Board puts considerable weight on the recommendations from the staff; and
arriving at these recommendations also involves decision-making by the staff. In this context
decisions may be made by the staff that:

• certain aspects of a submission from an applicant or licensee require more review than
other aspects; or

• a submission is acceptable, raises no issues and requires no response from the AECB
other than an acknowledgment of receipt.

Acceptance of a submission and not taking action also involve decision-making; however, this
notion cannot be taken too far without the whole notion of decision-making becoming too
blurred and diffuse.

1.3 Decisions and Issues

Decisions may be active or implied. For example, the AECB makes an active decision when it
decides to issue a licence: there is a formal process and a recorded decision. A decision not to
prosecute some case of non-compliance is also an active decision even though the decision was
not to take any action. The AECB may decide not to take any kind of regulatory action if it
decides that the licensee has already taken appropriate action. Such decisions are the result of a
structured decision-making process which usually results in a record, written or electronic.
Sometimes such decisions are arrived at orally and not recorded.
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AECB staff reading a reactor safety report may be making many implied decisions by
comparing information recorded in the safety report with some sort of standard, such as a written
standard, consistency with safety objectives, precedent or the staff members' own technical
judgment, and concluding (deciding) that certain aspects are acceptable. Since in many cases the
AECB does not have a formal, pre-determined review plan, much of the implied decision-
making may go unrecorded. The AECB tends to operate on the basis of exceptions. When a
member of staff sees something which appears unacceptable, questionable or requires more
information the staff member makes a direct decision, that is, to raise an issue.

For the purpose of this report an issue is the basic unit. An issue is any matter relating to a
regulatory action that the AECB considers needs to be resolved to the degree that the AECB
considers appropriate. Decision-making relates to the process of arriving at a decision relating to
an issue. A decision may or may not settle or resolve an issue completely. Any given issue may
be part of a larger issue, may itself consist of several sub-issues and may have links to other
issues. For example, one could arbitrarily select the issue, consequences of pressure tube
rupture, as a reference issue. Some of the related sub-issues would involve such issues as fuel
channel (flow and temperature) monitoring, in-service inspection of pressure tubes, strength of
calandria tubes, codes and standards for pressure tubes, properties of zirconium alloys, and so
forth. Consequences of pressure tube rupture would itself be linked to, or a subset of, issues such
as propagation of pressure tube ruptures, effects on in-core instrumentation, effectiveness
(reliability, reactivity depth, mechanical design) of the shut-down systems, effectiveness of
emergency core-cooling system, and so forth.

The identification of issues, the logical hierarchy of issues and the linkages to other issues arc
matters for the AECB to decide (a management issue as opposed to a technical issue). The
system proposed herein should be a tool to assist the AECB in that kind of decision-making.
Because the system would use records to track decision-making on issues the logical
interconnections among issues should become apparent if it they are not already obvious. This
tool may also contribute to the development of a more structured review process, but that is a
matter beyond the scope of this contract. The logical interconnection of records relating to
decision-making on an issue is referred to herein as a thread.

Although the AECB may record its decisions, it usually does not record formal reasons for
decision in the same way as some other tribunals do. Also, in licensing nuclear facilities the •
AECB relies primarily on the skill and competence of its staff and that of the licensee to ensure
compliance with safety goals rather than trying to achieve those goals by means of an extensive
set of technical regulations. Consequently, judgment is extensively involved in decision-making
particularly since compliance with safety goals involves consideration of uncertainties and
margins of safety.

In other regulatory activities, such as radioisotope licensing, the issues are more clearly defined
and tend to be repetitive. Less reliance needs to be placed on the competence of the licensee lo
identify the issues.

The implied reason for a licensing decision in all cases is that issuing a licence would not result
in an undue risk to health, safety, security or the environment. The key word which implies the
use of judgment is undue. The implied reason for a decision to take action to restrict a licensee's
actual or planned operation is that the action is necessary to ensure that there is no undue risk to
health safety, security or the environment. An understanding of the AECB's reason for decision
lies in reviewing the history of all the issues that were considered in relation to that licensing
decision. Therefore, any system for recording and retrieving licensing decisions and the reasons
for those decisions must be capable of identifying and tracking those issues. Such a tracking
system may assist in making decision-making more transparent but is necessarily based only on
records. Oral decisions made during the course of licensing that are not followed up with a
record being made later will, of course, be lost.
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1.4 Regulation of Nuclear Reactors

A substantial part of the AECB's resources are devoted directly or indirectly to ensuring the
protection of the health, safety, security and environment (hereafter referred to collectively only
as safety) of workers and the public exposed to the risk posed by the operation of nuclear
reactors in nuclear power plants. Nuclear power plants are of particular significance to safety
because of their complexity, large inventor}' of radioactive materials, high power density of the
nuclear fuel, and large inventories of stored energy in the various cooling systems. Nuclear
reactors also have the possibility of experiencing power excursions under certain complex failure
conditions. Also, twelve of Canada's twenty-two operating nuclear power reactors are located in
regions of high population density.

Because of the complexity and particular importance of nuclear power reactor safety the AECB
places the burden of responsibility for achieving safely on the applicant for, and the holder of a
licence (hereafter referred to as licensee). Licensees, generally with the help of consultants or
other agents, are required to have the competence to design and build nuclear power plants that
will be safe, and to operate them safely. The AECB sees its role essentially of ensuring that the
licensees fulfill their responsibilities.

Over the past four decades both the technology of the CANDU nuclear power plant and the
Canadian approach to safety evolved through the interaction of licensees proposing both the
general and detailed approach to nuclear power plant safety and the AECB deciding whether the
proposals were adequate for safety. By accepting proposals and submissions the AECB
implicitly sets standards. In some cases the AECB explicitly sets standards or adopts standards
set by other jurisdictions.

In common with other advanced countries with nuclear power programs a defence-in-depth
approach to safety was developed in Canada. While the safely approach in Canada was
conceptually similar, there were and are significant differences in application compared to other
countries, most of which gravitated towards light-water-cooled pressure vessel type reactors
developed initially in the USA., and which have tended to adapt the American approach to safety
and licensing to their own needs. Thus there are many unique aspects to Canadian nuclear reactor
safety and licensing which may not be adequately documented.

Initially the Board relied on a committee of experts, assisted by a small AECB staff, to advise it
on the safety and licensing of nuclear reactors. As the scope and complexity of nuclear reactor
safety issues became to be realized the role of the staff increased and that of the committee
diminished. By the latter part of the 1970s the committee no longer advised the Board Members
on licensing decisions . Nevertheless, the work done during this period is important to the project
because much of the groundwork and precedent for current decision-making was established
during this period. Because of the collegia! and informal manner in which the system operated
the decision-making and reasons for decisions were not well documented and are difficult to
retrieve. Even after the AECB staff assumed a larger role the AECB did not document much of
its decision-making in a systematic and easily retrievable manner; although, some improvements
were made, e. g. the introduction of action items outstanding lists for reactor projects.

The AECB does not have a large body of technical regulations relating to reactor safety.
Currently the AECB has a number of Regulatory Documents which are information for an
applicant or licensee but have no legal significance, in themselves. These Regulatory Documents
are important in the licensing process because their requirements must be met in order for the
AECB staff to recommend to the Board Members that a licence be issued; but even these
Regulatory Documents did not exist when most currently operating reactors were first licensed
for operation. In keeping with the AECB philosophy applicants may propose alternative
approaches that would yield an equivalent or better level of safety. The Regulator)' Documents
represent a distillation of past decisions on certain fundamental safety matters, but the licensing
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approach still allows for alternatives, exceptions, interpretations and discretionary judgment
which should be recorded and traced.

Because of the way that nuclear reactor regulation evolved in Canada much depends on the
continuity of knowledge and memory of AECB staff, rather than documentation. The tendency
for AECB staff to be long-serving has been the main reason that the system has worked to date,
However, a number of factors point to the need for a modified approach.

• Several staff members are approaching retirement age or may leave for other reasons,
taking their knowledge and memory with them. Similar developments are occurring in
the nuclear power industry.

• Newer members of AECB staff require a good understanding of past decisions to do
their work more efficiently. Establishing a system for recording and retrieving decision-
making easily would avoid the necessity to do over that which has already been done, or
to facilitate reviews of past decisions if changes in decision-making are contemplated.

• There is increasing emphasis on the public's right to know how the AECB makes its
decisions and the reasons for those decisions. The AECB is trying to make its licensing
process and decision-making more open and transparent.

• In this era of increasing litigation the AECB also needs to be prepared to face legal
challenges to its decision-making.

In his 1994 report to the House of Commons the Auditor General observed that the AECB
should document more fully its regulator)' requirements, including the important precedents or
regulatory positions that form the basis or rationale for them (paragraph 15.80).

All these factors point to the need for the AECB to put more emphasis on documenting its
decisions and reasons for decisions, including retrieving past decisions, and putting the
information into a more retrievable form. Because of the AECB's broad discretion in decision-
making it is not necessarily bound by past decisions, but it is important to know why past
decisions were made before making changes. Accordingly, the AECB let a contract to
J W Beare — Consulting with the following objective:

to create a filing system which is suited for conversion to a
computerized data base, where decisions, actions, supporting
rationale and advice related to CANDU nuclear power plant
licensing can be entered and maintained.

2. METHOD AND APPROACH

2.1 Consultations and Files Review

To keep the magnitude of the work within reasonable bounds and cost the contract specified that
documents relating to the issuance of the first operating licence for the Point Lepreau Nuclear
Generating Station and other AECB documents be used as a basis for developing the system. The
contract also specified that consultations with AECB staff be done to determine the types of
decisions and actions relevant to the issuance of the operating licence for Point Lepreau which
need to be tracked.

First, files were reviewed from the general files (26-0-0-X-X) during the licensing period for
Lepreau , namely 1974 to 1982. Because of the important role played by precedent in AECB
decision-making the purpose of this review was to find examples of decision-making in relation
to other projects which would set precedents for licensing Lepreau. Next Lepreau files were
reviewed starling with the AECB authorization to the New Brunswick Electric Power
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Commission to operate at full power and working backward in time to obtain sufficient examples
of decision-making to develop the recording and retrieving system.

In parallel with the review of the files interviews were conducted with AECB staff to obtain
views on their expectations for such a system (see appendix C).

2.2 Review Results

It appears that the original objective of the proponents of this project was to try through
consultations and review of the files to determine what kind of decisions the AECB makes in the
course of licensing a nuclear power station and to document the decisions that have to be made
and the decision-making process for each kind of decision. From this information a database for
a decision-making model would be constructed. Such a model would be specific to the AECB's
current organization. The elements of the model would include:

• identifying the decisions that must be made by the AECB during the course of licensing
(in this case) a nuclear power station;

• the processes by which the various kinds of decision are made; and,

• the inputs required for the decision-making processes, such as, submissions from the
licensee, codes and standards to be applied, internal and external sources of expertise, and
reference material.

It was also learned during the interviews that some reviews of the decision-making process for
reactor regulation are already in progress:

• the Directorate of Analysis and Assessment has engaged a consultant to review task
descriptions within the directorate; and,

• there is an internal staff review of roles and responsibilities.

Since the outcome of these studies might have a significant effect on any decision-making model
it seems premature to try to develop such a model now. Also, the development of such a model is
not included in the original and revised statement of work for this contract, and is a larger task
than would be supported by the level of effort provided in the current contract. However,
provision for the development of such a decision-making model has been included in Section 7,
Implementation Plan.

A priority as revealed from the consultations with AECB staff, particularly staff operationally
involved in licensing, was to develop a system for recording actual past and current decision-
making for posterity so that there would be a practical means of retrieving not only decisions but
the rationale for the decisions. The purpose of this approach is to ensure continuity of the
corporate memory so that new staff members will not be required to re-invent the wheel, so to
speak.

Other comments from interviews are in appendix C.

An important consideration in a system for recording and recovering decision-making is that it
should not depend on the AECB's organization at any given time, because that organization
changes from time to time. For example, the current filing system does not depend on the
AECB's organization chart. However, because the current filing system is based on projects and
subjects a different approach is needed to record and extract decision-making readily.

The consultations and review of the files showed that there is a complex web of both independent
and interconnected issues involved in reactor licensing and that only modern computerized
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techniques are sufficiently powerful to keep track of the linkages and interconnections of such
issues in a cost-effective manner. It became apparent during the course of the work that a more
beneficial approach to the AECB would be to develop the computerized recording and retrieval
system first, ihen use the system to recover past decision-making and to keep track of current and
future decision-making in real time.

With the agreement of the AECB the approach was changed to emphasize the development of
specifications for such a computerized system, including identifying the fields for the database
and its administration. Administrative considerations include management considerations to
ensure that the resulting system is cost-effective. This criterion suggests that the system must be
optimized. An overly simple system would not yield the desired results and an overly-
sophisticated system would absorb so much effort that it would fali into disuse.

The software for the system has been given the tentative name of ADEM ( Aecb DEcision-
Making). However it must be emphasized that the software and the database are only some of the
elements of the system for recording and retrieving licensing decisions. Administration and
management are also key elements.

With the recording and retrieval system in place it could be used to help to develop from past
experience the decision-making model as well as for recording and retrieving actual decisions
and reasons for decisions.

3. MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Just as licensing involves linked and interconnected issues so does the development of a database
at the AECB. The purpose of this section is to address those wider corporate issues which impact
on this project and its prospects for success. Other management issues relating only to ADEM
are addressed in the section Administration of the System.

3.1 Cost-Effectiveness

This is the most important management issue. It is premature to make a firm estimate of the cost
of developing the software for implementing ADEM or to estimate the cost of maintaining the
database from a technical point of view. The following tentative cost estimates could be out by a
substantial margin but may be sufficient for initial planning purposes.

Depending on its features and degree of sophistication the software development could cost of
the order of two hundred thousand to three hundred thousand dollars, which could be spread
over two years. Subsequently the cataloguing of past decision-making might cost of the order of
one hundred thousand dollars per year for about five years, depending on the scope of the
review and the number of regulatory activities reviewed.

It is estimated that developing a decision-making model for a typical power reactor project would
cost about one hundred thousand dollars over two years.

Using the system would consume AECB staff resources not only for data entry and retrieval but
also indirectly through dealing with inquiries and questions internally and, if the system is made
publicly accessible, from the public. Only a guess at this level of on-going effort can be offered
at this point. That guess is about one-half a person-year per responsibility centre per year.
That guess could be refined to an estimate only after developing the software and conducting a
trial run. Also, data entry would almost certainly have to be done by staff familiar with the
subject matter.

See section 7.5 for additional details on these tentative cost estimates.
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A major consideration in the design of the system is, therefore, making it as easy as possible to
learn and use ... a truism to be sure, but one sometimes not understood by software developers
unfamiliar with the user's requirements. Therefore, it is essential that someone familiar with the
needs of the users be associated with the software development. For example, the Department of
Justice developed a database of decision-making in legal cases from files dating to the 19th
century. The project ran into difficulty until persons representative of the users became involved
in the development of the software. Also, it was necessary to employ lawyers to enter the data
into the system because they had the necessary skills to find and record the appropriate elements
of the judgments using key words (information from interview with LSU).

Balanced against this cost would be an improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of the
AECB's decision-making. AECB staff would not be so much involved in "reinventing the
wheel", which was the prime motivation for this project. The system would be valuable in
training new staff. AECB decision-making could be made more transparent and open to AECB
staff, licensees, media, special interest groups, Parliament and the general public.

There would be other, less obvious benefits. In the past AECB staff were not inclined to
document decision-making that arose through oral discussions (other than minutes of meetings
with licensees). It was well known that once a document was filed it was a lime-consuming
process to recall the file, even if one could recall to which file the document was sent.

Documentation on a given issue may be scattered among several files or the library7, with or
without adequate cross referencing. After two years files are sent to the National Archives, which
introduces yet another impediment to data retrieval. Trying to recapture the thread of the
development of issues through the filing system is usually impractical, particularly for issues
which developed over a period of several years. Some issues were raised in the licensing of a
particular project and pursued subsequently during the licensing of subsequent projects. On the
other hand some staff made a practice of putting all documents that they produced on a single
file, which tended to make that file very large and difficult to search. Consequently, the
documentation of decision-making was given low priority.

With ADEM the difficulties in reconstructing the thread of decision-making would be greatly
reduced. Once staff are convinced that the system is useful AECB staff might be more inclined to
record decision-making that takes place orally during telephone calls and conversations. Staff
might also be more inclined to copy e-mail messages to file.

It is evident that ADEM must be optimized to obtain the maximum benefit for minimum cost,
and that the largest component of cost will be staff effort to enter data to keep the system up to
dale.

3.2 Optimizing Use of the System

Any system which is not perceived by the users as worth the effort to maintain will lapse into
disuse. This is particularly true in limes of restraint on both human and financial resources. Not
only the design but also the use of the proposed database system must be optimized to make it as
useful as possible and to minimize the level of effort required to operate and maintain it.

Although it is premature lo try to make detailed cost estimates it undoubtedly will be the case
that the greatest single cost will be the ongoing data entry to keep current decision-making up-to-
date.

Certain measures should be used to minimize the effort required for entering and retaining data.

• Some discrimination may be needed in deciding what information is worth tracking. A
regime that misses a relatively small fraction of significant decision-making but is well
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used is better than one that falls into disrepute because it has become unduly burdensome
in the pursuit of perfection.

• Initially there may be a tendency to include in the database more references than arc
really required. This tendency is understandable because it is often not clear as an issue
unfolds which references are important to retain for posterity and which are not. For
example a meeting notice may be useful to include in the database in the short term in
order to show that a certain meeting was planned. After the meeting is held the usefulness
of the meeting notice may be superseded by the issuance of the minutes of the meeting.
Users should be encouraged to delete entries that are no longer useful to reduce the
amount of data that is returned when a search is conducted.

3.3 Scope of ADEM

The contract limits the scope of this project to decision-making relating to the regulation of
nuclear power reactors. Consultations with AECB staff revealed that such a system would be
welcome and useful in other regulatory activities of the AECB. Since there seems to be a similar
need for such a system in other regulatory activities consideration could be given to widening the
scope of the project to include other areas of AECB decision-making that could benefit. One
could visualize using nuclear power reactor regulation as spearheading the development of the
system and then incorporating other regulatory activities as experience with the system
accumulates. The system specified in this study should be flexible enough to be applied to other
regulatory activities without detriment to nuclear reactor regulation.

3.4 EDP policy

ADEM must be consistent with the AECB's corporate EDP policies. Currently the AECB
supports two platforms, Macintosh and DOS/Windows. It is understood that the AECB is
moving to the latter platform, allowing for some specialized applications using Macintosh
computers. Depending on the extent to which Macintosh computers will continue to be used, the
AECB will have to decide whether or not ADEM should be developed for a mixed platform
environment.

It would be desirable to have a system which operates on both the Windows and Macintosh
platforms. If a client-server approach were to be adopted for inter-site communications or public
access client-server software that operates in both platforms is available, e.g. FirstClass. If a
cross-platform approach is used a trial would be necessary to demonstrate that the system
operates reasonably efficiently and reliably in both platforms. However, if only one or the other
platform has to be chosen to keep costs down, the former platform has become the reference
platform for the AECB and would be the logical one to select. In considering costs, however, the
cost to the AECB in operational effectiveness should be included if only one platform is selected
(see also Public Access below).

3.5 Compatibility

IMS has a list of 146 databases currently in use in the AECB using a total of perhaps half a
dozen different database programs and both platforms. Many of these databases no doubt exist as
separate entities for a good reason. A perusal of the list shows that some probably contain
information which would be relevant to ADEM, but may be incompatible with whatever
database software is selected for ADEM. Consideration will have to be given to converting such
databases to a common format. To the extent possible ADEM should be designed to draw
information from existing databases so that information does not have to be entered twice.
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3.6 Inter-site Communications

One of the reasons for the proliferation of databases in the AECB appears to be that
communications with site and regional offices is limited to text. Site offices are left to fulfill their
own requirements using personal preferences for databases. The quality of the connecting phone
lines is not sufficient to transmit graphics, and many AECB documents, particularly third party
documents, are stored electronically as images. Therefore, site and regional offices cannot access
head office databases, such as BITS, directly. Regional offices , but not reactor site offices, are
supplied with an updated version of BITS once per week on CD-ROM. Apparently consideration
is being given to a client-server approach to transferring information which would improve the
situation. If sites and regional offices cannot access ADEM with about the same degree of ease
as head office, ADEM is unlikely to be cost-effective. The AECB should keep this in mind when
deciding on EDP priorities.

3.7 Public Access

Over the past several years the AECB has been moving towards greater openness and
transparency vis a vis the public. The Office of Public Information reports that consideration is
being given to establishing a public bulletin board service (BBS) using client-server software
(presumably the same system being contemplated to improve inter-site communications). It
appears that all the information in ADEM could be made available to the public on such a BBS;
thereby contributing significantly to the AECB's current objectives at little incremental cost.
ADEM might contain references to protected or classified documents, but only users with
appropriate clearance should be able to retrieve such documents. In any case, implementation of
ADEM would strengthen the case for establishing a publicly accessible BBS. One of the chief
public users of ADEM would probably be those licensees for whom AECB decision-making is
currently somewhat of a mystery. Public access by persons operating machines from different
platforms is an added reason for having cross-platform compatibility both in ADEM and any
BBS.

3.8 Site and Regional Offices

A desirable feature of the software for the database would be the capability to call up the actual
document if there is an electronic copy of it in the central Records Office or the Library.
However, site and regional AECB offices originate documents and are often the first recipients
of third party documents which need to be catalogued in the database. Wailing for such
documents to be transmitted to Ottawa, electronically filed, given a bar code and then made
available to the originating site for cataloguing (assuming that electronic communications
between Ottawa and sites and regional offices are upgraded) would introduce a substantial delay-
compared to documents originating or first received in Ottawa. Supplying the sites and regional
offices with a scanner and optical character recognition software would facilitate the cataloguing
of documents without this delay, and promote keeping this work up-to-date. Optical character
recognition software would be required in any case for all users.

Since the reconciliation of cards not bearing a bar code with BITS would depend on the
comparison of tombstone data, and since site and regional offices may be cataloguing documents
before they are registered in the Records Office the site and regional offices and Records Office
would have to follow the same protocol to ensure that the tombstone data is assigned in exactly
the same way. The use of fuzzy logic with search strings (desirable for other reasons, in any
case) would compensate for minor variations or misspellings.

3.9 Constructing the Database

Constructing the database consists of two distinct tasks which are somewhat different in nature
and involve different management decisions:
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Reconstructing Past Decision-Making

This task is characterized by the fact that the licensing decisions have been made even if
the final resolution of certain issues had not been reached at the time of licensing. The
task is to identify the decisions and to reconstruct the decision-making from documents
which already exist, including decision-making completed prior to the time of issuance of
a licence. The work is comparable to historical research.

During the interviews several members of AECB staff stressed the need to try to recover
past decision-making.

Depending on the scope of such work and how far back in time the Board is prepared to
go the level of effort lo do this task would probably amount from several to many person-
years. For example, the CANDU-3 licensing group gave a new staff member the task of
building a database of commitments made by AECL during the review process. The task
was also valuable on-the-job training. It took the staff member six months to review three
years of files.

The work would have to be done by persons familiar with the subject matter because the
occurrence of a decision is not always obvious. It would be necessary to spot the links
among various issues for various projects in many different files. It is highly unlikely that
incumbent AECB staff could be spared to do this task. The AECB would probably have
to engage knowledgeable outsiders for the task. The problem with this approach is that
few, if any, persons would have the knowledge to be able spot all the decision-making
and the linkages among issues.

An alternative for retrieving past issues would be to convene a conference of AECB staff
to draw up a list of past issues that should be tracked. The advantage of this approach is
that it would be cheaper than trying to catalogue everything. The disadvantage to this
approach is that many past issues would be overlooked and it may be less cost-effective.

The first approach could be tried first and the second approach used if the initial results
are not cost-effective.

Recording Current Decision-Making

This task is characterized by the fact that information in documentation has to be
recorded before, often long before, a decision is made. The nature of the decision may
even change as the issue becomes more clear.

The task is done in real time and the issues being tracked may get more or less complex
as time progresses. If the database is to be kept current knowledgeable incumbent AECB
staff would have to be responsible for data entry (cataloguing documents).

The advantage of this approach is that data entry would be facilitated and be more
accurate than recovering past decision-making because of the familiarity of AECB staff
with the issues. There would have to be adequate coordination and liaison among AECB
user-groups working on the same or similar issues to ensure consistency, completeness
and standardization of data entry so that the system does not degenerate into a plethora of
independent databases.

The recommended strategy for the AECB would be to develop the software and, after a trial
period, put the system into effect for current decision-making. The AECB could engage
knowledgeable outsiders to retrieve past decision-making as resources permit.
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4. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

4.1 General

For the purpose of this description the construction and use of the database is treated as an
information cataloguing and retrieving operation using the following terms:

catalogue (verb): the act of completing and entering a database record from a record on
file. The file may be paper or electronic and may come from another database.

card (noun): an electronic form for cataloguing or retrieving data in ADEM.

In the following sections, the specifications for the system are contained in text which starts at
the left-hand margin. Indented text gives additional information

4.2 Items for the Database

Items which would be included in the database would be:

• decision-making on any item which requires the AECB's approval pursuant to a
regulation, e. g. issuance of a licence; authorization for return to work after a radiation
over-exposure;

• decision-making on any item which requires the AECB's approval pursuant to a
regulation indirectly, that is, pursuant to a condition of licence;

• issues relating to assessment and compliance activities involving the disposition of non-
conformance to licence conditions, technical standards or legal requirements;

• licensing actions initiated by the AECB in response to a notification from the licensee or
as a result of new information (which may or may not involve non-conformance by the
licensee);

• actions required of the licensee by the AECB pursuant to a condition of licence to
resolve some safety issue, e. g. requiring certain reports, tests, inspections or
modifications to be done or made;

• issues which arise before a licence is issued which would or could have a bearing on
whether a licence will be issued or would or could determine the conditions of the
licence;

• issues which arise after the licence is issued which might justify amending, suspending
or revoking a licence;

• decision-making on items which expressly set a standard, e. g. development of
Regulatory Documents; adoption, through the licensing process, of an industry standard
as an AECB requirement;

• issues which, through the licensing process, implicitly set a standard through precedent,
e. g. determining the adequacy of the reactivity depth and other design aspects of safety
shutdown systems; code classification for pressure-retaining components;

• notifications from licensees to the AECB as required by the regulations, including
conditions of licence;
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• policies or positions adopted by the AECB staff which are not licence conditions or
other legal requirements, as such, but which would or could influence the
recommendations from the staff to the Board on a licensing matter;

• issues relating to other jurisdictions, and legislation other than the AEC Act, which
influence or affect the AECB's decisions, e. g. recommendations arising from the
FEARPGO process (AECB decisions relating to FEARPGO, such as screening decisions,
could be included in a separate but similar database so as not to be confused with
decisions made under the AEC Act);

• management decisions relating to priorities, planning and allocation of resources for
regulatory activities which would have a bearing on the thoroughness and completeness
of the AECB's assessment or compliance activities.

A given issue may meet more than one of the above criteria. Sometimes, when an issue first
arises its significance may not be apparent and it might not be included in the database. It can be
expected that some issues will not be included in the database until their significance becomes
apparent. Conversely, some issues may arise which are considered to be significant, but turn out
not to be so. Such issues could be removed from the database or left in for historical purposes.

4.3 Capabilities

The system should be capable of tracking current licensing issues in real-time and for recovering
past licensing issues. Although not a primary purpose of the system, it could also be used for
cataloguing and tracking technical information not directly relating to licensing issues.

These specifications describe the operation of the system for tracking current decision-
making. Following these specifications is a description of other considerations for using
the system to recover past decision-making. Tracking non-licensing issues would use the
same approach depending on whether the issue is current or past. These specifications do
not deal specifically with the management issue of inter-site communications because it
is not know at this time what, if any, approach the AECB intends to take to improve inter-
site communications.

The system should be capable not only of tracking decisions and reasons for decisions (the
substance of decision-making) but also the process used by the AECB in its decision-making.
The process tracking should include external and internal communications and referrals.

Tracking the process as well as the substance is important so that it can be determined
how thorough the consultations were and whether the relevant and applicable authorities
and sources of expertise were used.

4.4 Software and Platform

The software for the system would consist of a relational database operating on the Windows
platform or on both Windows and Macintosh platforms, as the AECB decides.

The selected database software should be consistent with AECB EDP policy and be able to
extract data from other compatible databases within the AECB.

Consideration would have to be given to translating data from incompatible databases if they
contain relevant data.

The main management issue in the design of the system is the optimization between the
level of effort to operate the system, mainly the data entry effort, and the usefulness of the
system to the AECB (and perhaps also the public). At this stage the cost of developing
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the software is unknown but is likely to be a secondary consideration. The approach taken
herein is to incorporate as many user-friendly features as possible so that the system can
be quite sophisticated. The rationale for this approach is that design and development
costs of the software are secondary to the operating cost of the system. Features can be
removed if they prove not to be useful. Likewise features could be added, as required.

4.5 Phased Implementation

The implementation of the system would begin with all aspects of the regulation of nuclear
power reactors and be extended as experience dictates to other regulatory activities.

To keep the project manageable the software design would initially be developed and
tested for nuclear reactor regulation and then the application expanded to other regulatory
activities as experience dictates. Regulation of nuclear power reactors is a good starling
point because it involves many of the management and technical issues relating to this
project: reactor project work, safety evaluation, waste management, radiation protection,
environmental effects, operator certification, safeguards, security, interconnection of
issues for different reactor projects, external influences on AECB decision-making, the
importance of precedent, and so forth. This regulatory activity docs not yield the best and
most recent experience relating to certain external influences, such as FEARPGO, so the
next regulatory activity to be incorporated could be, say, uranium mining.

The final objective is to have a system which could be used in any AECB regulator}' activity. H
is important that the applications of ADEM to different regulatory activities be kept compatible
so that issues in one regulatory activity can be linked as required to those in other regulatory
activities, for example, similar radiation protection issues.

4.6 Official Languages

The system would operate in both officials languages. The user would be able to select "French"
or "English" which would bring up menus and forms (including pop-up menus) in the selected
language.

Entries into data fields would be made in accordance with AECB policies; presumably in
the language of the document being catalogued or retrieved if text is extracted directly
from the document being catalogued. The various lists and thesauri would have
equivalent French and English terminology, abbreviations and acronyms so thai a search
by key words in one language will bring up all relevant documentation in both languages.

4.7 Inter-Office Communications

ADEM cards created at site and regional offices would be electronically transmitted to ADEM in
Ottawa. ADEM should also be accessible to site and regional offices. However, the means for
transmitting the data between offices is beyond the scope of this contract.

4.8 Call-Ups

ADEM would determine from BITS which records have been registered but not catalogued and
the identity of the staff member responsible for cataloguing the record. ADEM would then send
the appropriate cataloguing cards to that person with the tombstone data filled in.

A catalogue card could be referred by one staff member to another through ADEM just as
records may be referred from one to another, particularly for incoming correspondence. If
several members of staff are involved in decision-making relating to an issue on a
document they could each complete a card or agree among themselves on who would do
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so. Since ADEM would have no way of knowing how many cards are to be completed it
would be satisfied to receive only one.

4.9 AECB Library

Many documents produced or received by the AECB have enclosures or attachments. If the
attachments are bulky the attachments are placed in a file pocket when the documents arc
returned to Records Office. In some cases AECB staff will remove an attachment and eventually
send it to the AECB's library or some other location, leaving a note to file to that effect on the
covering letter for the attachment.

For retrieval purposes a field would be included in the Document Card to record the disposition
of attachments if they are removed from the main file.

4.10 Reconciliation of ADEM and BITS

The bar code in BITS is a unique identifier given to a document when it is registered. This code
would be automatically transferred to the ADEM Document Card to provide an unequivocal link
with Records Office.

ADEM should periodically check its Document Cards to determine which ones do not have a bar
code assigned. If there is no bar code associated with a Document Card ADEM would interrogate
BITS using tombstone data to see if the document has been registered, and, if the document has
been registered, automatically assign the same barcode to the ADEM Document Card. If ADEM
is unable to reconcile its Document Card with BITS after some period of time, say two weeks,
ADEM would notify the user who originated the card. Once the user has been notified ADEM
would take no further action to try to reconcile with BITS.

The most likely reason for a discrepancy would be that the document catalogued in
ADEM has not been registered in the Records Office. It is possible that cards will
occasionally be created in site, regional offices or head office prior to a document being
registered by the Records Office and being assigned a bar code; in which case the
reconciliation would eventually be accomplished when the document does becomes
registered.

There could be a valid reason for an item not being registered at all. It could be an article
from a magazine or other publication in the library which is not specifically registered or
catalogued in the AECB Library.

4.11 Avoiding Duplication

In many cases there is more than one member of the AECB staff involved in the decision-making
relating to any one issue. To avoid as much as possible two or more staff trying to catalogue a
particular document ADEM should check the unique bar code assigned to that document to sec if
it has already been catalogued. If ADEM finds that a document has already been catalogued
when a user calls it up for cataloguing purposes ADEM will alert the user and display the entry
or entries made by another user or other users. The current user could accept that other record by
discontinuing the current operation, or could make another record, but would not be able to
change the other user's record without having been given that authority.

The authority to change the records of other users would be in accordance with the
AECB's organization chart.
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4.12 Regulatory Activities

The Board-wide system should be divided into regulatory activities such as "power reactors";
"safeguards"; "accelerators" etc.; more-or-less according to the breakdown in the AECB's
current organization. The system would automatically notify AECB staff subscribing to a
particular regulatory activity of new issues or developments on existing issues, and of new
entries to or deletions from pop-up menu lists in that regulatory activity.

A user could subscribe to as many regulatory activities as desired but there may be
practical limits on such a selection so that the regulator}' activities selected relate to the
individual's work.

The use of regulatory activities could also be used to narrow the scope of a data retrieval
search in the event that a general search produces an unmanageably large number of
returns.

A regulatory activity would be comprised of a regulated item or a regulatory function or both,
depending on the nature of the issue being catalogued or the search pattern for information
retrieval.

To ensure that the data base is durable, the system should be as independent as possible of the
AECB's organization chart and internal roles and responsibilities. These elements change from
time to time.

The following list of regulatory activities is derived from the AECB's organization chart relating
to licensing-related activities.

Note: for search purposes items in both lists would be linkable by boolean "and" or "or" logic as
is done with other kinds of search criteria.

Regulated items:

• accelerators

• heavy water plant

• nuclear exports

• radioisotopes: industrial,
commercial, consumer

• radioisotopes: medical &
academic

Regulatory functions:

• codes and standards

• computer code review

• control and engineering

• coordination & liaison

• cost recovery

• emergency preparedness

• environmental assessment

• event analysis

• health physics

• reactor operators

• reactors: power

• reactors: research

• research facilities
• transportation

• uranium mines

• inspection and compliance

• legal

• nuclear non-proliferation

• operational radiation
protection

• operator training and
examination

• organizational systems and
human engineering

• plant behaviour

• uranium processing facilities

• wastes: diverse

• wastes: nuclear fuel

• wastes: uranium mine

• project evaluation

• public information

• reactor & fuel

• reliability and risk assessment

• research and support

• safeguards

• security
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5. DATABASE DISPLAY AND FIELDS

5.1 Cataloguing Screens

The system should have a split screen for cataloguing entries. One half of the screen should
display the document being catalogued; the other half should display the catalogue cards; first the
Document Card and then the Issue_N Cards. Text would be transferred from the document by
selecting the text from the document field and dragging the selected text to the appropriate text
entry field on the catalogue card.

If the document being catalogued is from an existing database, such as BITS, the incoming
tombstone data should automatically be transferred by the software to the corresponding fields in
the Document Card.

Selected body text from the document being catalogued should be transferable to fields in the
Document Card by both cut-and-paste and drag-and-drop techniques at the user's discretion. The
text in the Document Card would then be edited, if necessary.

If the text in the document window pane is an image, rather than editable text, the system would
automatically interpret '.he image of selected text with optical character recognition software and
enter the text into the card field so that the contents of the field can subsequently be searched and
edited as text.

Graphics should also be storablc as a title in a card field together with a symbol or code showing
that it is a graphic. Clicking on the title would return the graphic for viewing or printing.

Although the ability to split a screen to display two views of a given document is
common the ability to display two different documents on one screen, and being able to
scroll both independently, may require some specialized software development.

A fall-back approach would be to have the document to be catalogued in one window and
the Document Card in another. Selected text from the document could be cut-and-paste
from one window to the other. It would still be important to have automatic character
recognition built into the system.

5.2 Pop-up menus

If there is a long list of selections associated with a pop-up menu for a data field each user should
have the option of selecting or inputting:

• from the Board-wide list of selections (the long list)
or
• from a customized pop-up list of selections selected from the Board-wide list
or
• by direct entry from the keyboard

Where a very large number of selections in a pop-up menu are available, Board-wide, such as file
numbers, the user should be able to select a customized range that would normally be displayed
when the pop-up menu is selected on that individual's form. In practice each RC might use the
same custom pop-up range. The user should be able to modify the individual custom list easily.
The user should also be able to by-pass the customized list and use the Board-wide selection if
necessary. For example: a RC may customize the pop-up menu by including in the customized
range only those file numbers used most of the time. However if one of the file numbers on a
document is not in the custom range, the user should be able to select from the Board-wide file
list. Alternatively, direct entry from the keyboard should be possible instead of using the pop-up
menu if this would be easier than navigating through the pop-up menus.
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To avoid the proliferation of duplicate entries a user wanting to make a new entry to a
customized pop-up menu, an entry which is not already in the Board-wide list, would first have
to make the new entry into the Board-wide list and, as an option, select that the new entry be
added to the customized list from the Board-wide list. If there is no conflict or duplication with
items already on the Board-wide list the item would be added to the Board-wide list and to the
user's customized list automatically.

5.3 Automatic Entries

There should be a user-selectable option to have the tombstone data from any document called
up from BITS (or another database with a compatible format) automatically entered into the
corresponding field of the cataloguing or data search card.

Fields in ADEM would draw on corresponding fields in BITS or other databases.

5.4 Template Cards

A user should be able to set up and store any number of template catalogue or data recovery
cards each having different prc-set text or default selections in the fields

The use of templates would reduce the amount of effort required to enter or recover data
particularly for repetitive operations. Users should be able to create and store templates of forms
for cataloguing or searching for data. The templates would be completed to the extent selected by
the user and saved for future use.

5.5 Thesaurus

A thesaurus of equivalent terms, abbreviations and acronyms should be developed in both
Official Languages, probably at the Directorate level, and compared at the Board-wide level for
conflicts and duplication.

For example, periods and capitalization in abbreviations should be ignored, e.g. AECB =
A.E.C.B. = aecb = a.e.c.b.

5.6 Stop Words

(words that are ignored in a text search)

A Board-wide list should be prepared if one docs not already exist

5.7 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic would be used for search criteria to compensate for slight misspellings and variations
in text.

5.8 Alerts

If a Document Card is completed and saved without entries in the "file_no." to "subject" fields
an alert box should be presented indicating which fields are blank and asking the user to confirm
that the form should be saved. For example a note to file would not need to have an entry in the
"to_orgz" field.
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5.9 Automatic Notification

When a user enters a new issue or finds an issue of interest during a search, the user should be
able to select a button labeled "keep me advised"; the system will then notify that user when any
entries are made subsequently by any other user relating to that issue. The notification could be
active or passive as the user desires (analogous to the notification of a new message provided by
ccMail).

5.10 lssue_N Fields

"N" is the number of the field for entering the Nth Issue identified by the user in the document
being catalogued.

The issues contained in a document would be listed and indexed on the card usually in the same
logical hierarchy as in the document.

The hierarchical arrangement assigned during cataloguing would be useful later for
reconstructing the decision-making process, including decision-trees. As many of these
fields would be inserted into the card as there are issues in the document being
catalogued. If necessary the card would be scrollable to accommodate as many entries as
required.

Of course, many documents deal with only one issue so there would not be any hierarchy.

If there is a linkage between any issue raised in a document with issues raised in other
documents, but the link is not obvious in the particular document being catalogued, the
"Links" field would be used to establish the link. A link would be established the way
that Hypertext is linked to text fields. The user would negotiate to the other card, using
the search capability if necessary, and the link established.

Sub-issues in a document would be linked in hierarchical order to higher issues as in an outline,
with up to as many levels as provided by the software (usually eight or nine). Each issue could be
linked to associated issues in other documents if the title of the issue does not provide sufficient
linkage.

Each issue field would also have a Note field associated with the issue so that the user could
insert a note transferred as text from the document being catalogued (via OCR processing, if
necessary), which could be edited from the keyboard; or else, all of the text could be typed in
from the keyboard.

Once issues are identified it would be important that the issue be given a standard label,
or title so that future cataloguing and tracking would be simplified. There would be a
pop-up menu of issue titles to simplify this task. Each user could customize the individual
pop-up menu from an AECB-wide list. This approach would ensure that the same titles
are not used by different divisions to describe different issues.

The Note field could be used to record significant developments regarding the issue either
fully in the note or by reference to the document being catalogued.

5.11 Document Catalogue Card Screen

There would be one screen on which to catalogue a document as a whole. The fields in this
screen are shown in Table 1.
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5.12 (ssue_N Card Screen

A separate card screen would be required for each issue. There would be one Issue_N card for
each issue listed on the Document Card. The text of the Issue_N fields from the Document Card
would be automatically entered into the Issue_N field of the respective Issue Card. The fields in
this screen are shown in Table 2.

5.13 Data Retrieval

The forms for data retrieval would be similar to the data entry forms except that search ranges
could be entered.

A search could be conducted using entries in any combination of data fields. Obviously, since an
issue is the basic field of interest the user would probably enter one or more issues. However, a
search might also be done by entering items into the Topic field in order, for example, to
determine decision-making on issues relating to some system or item of equipment.

The return from a search would consist of a list of documents meeting the search criteria.
Clicking on an item in the list would bring forth the document if there is an electronic copy, or
only tombstone data if that is all that is available. As an option the return could be the catalogue
card for that document.

The user should be able to select a search pattern which returns an index of all the documents
relating to an issue arranged in the hierarchical order established when documents were
catalogued. The user should be able to select the level at which to put the selected issue in the
hierarchy. Clicking on any item in the index would call up either the catalogue card or the
document as selected by the user.

For example, a user could first search for and find a decision on a given issue. Assuming
that the software permits nine levels of outlining, the user could select up to four levels of
sub-issues relating to that issue and up to four levels of higher issues to which that
selected issue relates. By searching that return to yield the names of the persons and
organizations associated with each document the user would have what is essentially a
decision-tree leading up to a decision on that issue, and the part played by the selected
issue in the decision-trees of any higher issues to which the selected issue relates.

5.14 Paper Files

The major difference between cataloguing and retrieving paper files and Hies for which there are
electronic copies would be that the user would not be able to bring up on the screen an electronic
copy of a document which is available only on paper. Searches would be able to return only such
data as has been entered onto the catalog cards and not the document itself. While these
differences may not seem large they make a profound difference in the amount of labour
involved in operating ADEM.

One way to reduce the amount of labour associated with cataloguing paper files would be to use
scanners to produce an electronic image of those parts of the file from which the user intends to
draw to fill in the various fields.
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see the above list of regulatory fields

• space lor up to three file numbers without having to scroll; multiple entries
from pop-up menu or keyboard entry possible (Note: file no. retained primarily
for cataloguing and retrieving records which are available only on paper files)
• This field not to be used to add file numbers not already on the document
being catalogued; if cross referencing to other projects is desired use the
"othcr_proj" field
• if past documentation is being recorded the volume number would also be
inserted
• This field contains the namc(s) of AECB staff responsible for completing the
catalogue card. ADEM automatically sends a card to those named in this field.
• For AECB-originatcd documents this field would usually contain the name of
the originator. The originator could originate and fill out a card without having
to wait for one to be sent by ADEM. For incoming documents this lieid would
be the staff mcmber(s) to whom the document was referred by Records Office;
usually, but not always, the addrcsscc(s).
•A staff member could refer the catalogue card to another staff member by
changing the name in this field. Responsible staff could complete one card each,
file a joint return or change, add or delete names as appropriate.
pop-up menu contains date of past seven days (for ease of cataloguing recent
correspondence)
select from one of two pop-up menus: one for AECB divisions and directorates;
one for outside organizations; left blank if document is a note to file

* Multi selections: Yes means that each item selected from the pop-up menu will be added into the field without replacing anything already entered. Making a selection
from a pop-up menu with a modifier key, e.g. control key, pressed would replace the last entry already in the field; otherwise, entries could be deleted by highlighting
them and selecting delete from the menu. No means that selecting an item from the pop-up menu will replace anything and everything already in the field.
** To_Orgz field: If the correspondence is a note to file the user leaves liais field blank.

TABLE 1 : Document Card Fields (continued next page)
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Field
Name

To_
Name

From
Orgz

From_
Name

Sub-
ject

Attach

Issue
N

Field
Contents

addressees'
name(s)

originator's
organization

originator's
namc(s)

main subject
or topic

List of
attachments
and their
location
description:
title or key
words for
each of N
issues
addressed in
the
document

Pop-
up

Menu

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

*Mul
-ti

selec-
tions
yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no,
one
select
-ion
for
each
issue

Scrol
-lablc

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes,
see
rem-
arks

Default
Entry

user
selectable,
including
blank
user
selectable,
including
blank
user
selectable,
including
blank
user
selectable,
including
blank
"Records
Office"

user
selectable
but usually
would be
blank

Remarks

select from one ol two pop-up menus: one for AECB names; one lor outside
names; select "file" if document is a note to file

select from one ol two pop-up menus: one for AECB divisions and directorates;
one for outside organizations

select from one ol two pop-up menus: one for AECB names; one for outside
names

will usually correspond to the subject heading in correspondence

This field would be used to list the titles of attachments to the main document
and their location if the attachments have been removed or stored in another
location, e. g. AECB library.

• For ease ol" reference each issue or sub-issue would be automatically assigned
a serial number similar to an item in the Actions Items Outstanding list
consisting of two-digit year in which an item was first listed, two digits for
scope of applicability and two or three digits to give it a unique number
• The description for each field would be scrollable if the length of the
description docs not fit the allotted space, say, up to 255 characters
• If the number of issues and sub-issues is more than can fit on the Main Screen
the whole card would be scrollable
• Sub-issues of issues would be identified by being indented with up to the
number of levels permitted by the software
• Once an issue has been identified as a distinct issue, AECB staff should be
encouraged to use this description in subject titles of future correspondence in
order to facilitate future tracking.

TABLE 1: Document Card Fields (concluded)



Field
Name

Issue
N

Proj-
ects

Other
-proj

Topic

Field Contents

description:
title or key
words for each
of N issues
addressed in
the document

name of
projects
directly
affected by the
issue

projects which
are indirectly
affected or
may also be
affected by the
issue
systems,
equipment or
other topical
heading, e.g.
"containment",
"occupational
doses"

Pop-up
Menu

yes,
menu
presents
list of
current
issues

yes, see
remarks

yes, see
remarks

yes

Multi
selec-
tions
no,
one
select
ion
for
each
issue
yes

yes

yes

Scrol-
lable

yes, if
dcscrip
tion
exceed
s size
of field

yes

yes

yes

Default Entry

description of
Issue_N from
the main
screen

name of
projects
corresponding
to file
number(s) on
main screen
none

user selectable,
including
blank

Remarks

For case of reference each issue or sub-issue would be automatically
assigned a serial number similar to an item in the Actions Items
Outstanding list consisling of two-digit year in which an item was first
listed, two digits for scope of applicability and two or three digits to
make a unique number.

The pop-up menu would list logical groupings of projects, e.g. "all
power reactors", "all CANDU-6", "all vacuum containment stations",
"all multi-unit stations", or the name of individual projects

The pop-up menu would list logical groupings ol projects, e.g. "all
power reactors", "all CANDU-6", "all vacuum containment stations",
"all multi-unit stations", or the name of individual projects

This field would be used so that searches could be done on the basis of
a topic rather than an issue.

TABLE 2: lssue_N Card Fields (continued next page)
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Field
Name

Result
-by
_type

Result
_desc-
ription
Links

Key_
words

Notes

Field Contents

type of results
or actions
recorded in the
document

a text field

a list of other
issues, by their
description or
serial number

key words

a pop-up text
field for
storing longer
passages from
the document

Pop-up
Menu

yes

no

yes

no

no

Multi
select
ions
yes

no

yes

no

no

Serai la
ble

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Default Entry

user selectable,
including
blank

the words "sec
document"
displayed
none

none

none

Remarks

• The pop-up menu would list typical kinds of result or actions recorded
in the document such as: "decision"; "AECB position"; "end of issue";
"issue resolved"; "information"; "commitment"; "opinion"; "finding";
"action item"
• Selections could also be made from the "organizations" pop-up menu
so that an organization can be associated with a result, e.g. "AECB" and
"decision"; "(name of licensee)" and "position".
This field available to enter a short text description of the result or
action resulting from or recorded in the document.

This field provides cross-references to other related issues which might
be missed if a search is done in the future to find the current issue.
• Any linkages from the cross-referenced issues to yet other issues
would not be displayed unless each of the cross-referenced issues are
themselves subsequently retrieved.
• For data retrieval the user could enter known links. Nevertheless, the
system would also bring up links entered during data entry.
• A text field for entering key words or phrases not already covered by
other fields, or for entering an abstract
• Cut-and-paste or drag-and-drop techniques could be used to transfer
text from the document being catalogued
• For data retrieval key words would be entered from the keyboard.
This field could be used for storing longer passages from the document
or from the keyboard than would be convenient in the Key_vvord field

TABLE 2: Issue_N Card Fields (concluded)
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6. ADMINISTRATION OF THE SYSTEM

6.1 Executive Committee

The Executive Committee would have overall responsibility for the operation of and approving
changes to the design and operation of the system.

6.2 AECB Working Group

A working group would be established with representatives from Administration and the divisions
using the system. It is possible that some divisions may not have an operational requirement for
such a system and may not need to participate. Other divisions may not participate until the system
has been operating for some time. At the beginning, those divisions which are not users of the
system, but have an interest, could attend meetings of the Working Group to observe, collect
information on the system; and, if the system has shortcomings for their particular application, try
to influence the design and operation of the system to suite their particular needs. Members and
observers would be considered as representatives of their particular division and would be
responsible for consulting within their respective division to determine the position of that division.
Members and observers could also try to influence events through their management chain to the
Executive Committee.

The duties of the group would be to advise the Executive Committee on modifications to the design
and operation of the system, after it has been commissioned, to reflect experience and changing
circumstances. The Chairman of the group would report in writing to the Chairman of the
Executive Committee with recommendations on:

• changes to the design or operation of the system.

• EDP policy to the extent that the design or operation of the system is affected by current
policies; and,

• the Working Group's terms of reference.

The Operational Administrator (see below) would chair the group and provide a recording
secretary.

When divisions join the system they would be responsible for proposing lists of issues and items
for the pop-up menus to the Operational Administrator.

The Group would decide the contents of various lists, such as the master AECB-wide pop-up
menus used by the system, to agree on standard wording, and to avoid duplication or inconsistent
entries. The Group could form sub-groups for this purpose to deal with various regulatory
activities which are logically connected and unlikely to affect other sub-groups.

The Secretary General/Directors General/General Counsel would select representatives from within
their responsibility centre, with provision for alternates, if desired.

Recommendations should normally be arrived at by consensus of Members present, taking into
account the views of observers, but could be decided by majority vote of Members present with
provision for minority reports.

The IMS representative would ex-officio be a member. IMS would have the particular duly of
advising the group regarding AECB EDP policy, resource implications of proposals and on
technological issues.
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The Working Group would meet periodically al the call of the Chair. It is expected that initially
meetings would be quite frequent as the system is first implemented and that the frequency would
reduce with time.

6.3 System Administrators

There would be two administrators, a Technical Administrator, presumably from IMS, who deals
with the technical aspects of the system, and an Operational Administrator who deals with the
operational implementation of the system and any modifications to the specifications in accordance
with the decisions of the Executive Committee or the Working Group.

If power reactor regulation is accepted by the AECB as the spearhead for the implementation of the
system the logical choice for Operational Administrator would be from Codification and Standards
Division.

The main specific duties of the Operational Administrator would be to standardize the AECB wide
lists for issues and pop-up menus and to receive, vet and make proposals for design changes to the
system. The Operational Administrator would be responsible for preparing and giving training to
AECB staff in the use of the system.

If all or some part of the database is made accessible to the public and is kept separate from the
AECB's internal database, the Operational Administrator would be responsible for keeping the
publicly accessible database up-to-date.

Periodically the Operational Administrator would: review the lists of issues and the lists for the
pop-up menus for consistency and completeness in order to consolidate entries; then recommend
changes to the lists to the Working Group or appropriate sub-group; and implement the approved
changes. The Operational Administrator would also communicate with the Technical Administrator
to implement design changes to the software.

If outside resources are engaged for cataloguing past decision-making the Operational
Administrator would be responsible for this activity.

6.4 Directorates and Divisions

Ensuring that real-time cataloguing is kept up-to-date and is of appropriate quality would be a
responsibility of line management. Depending on the nature of the work and documentation
associated with a responsibility centre, the Director could choose to assign the responsibility for
data entry to one person in the division or to each person to make individual inputs. For example,
if the work being done by the members of a division (or a site or regional office) is well
understood by all the members, the inputting could be assigned to one person, rotated among the
members of the division or done individually. There would be some advantage in consistency to
one person doing the inputting over a period of time, with a backup to cover absences.

Where members of a division are working in different specializations it would probably be more
efficient for inputs to be made by each individual.

7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

7.1 Deciding Management Issues

The management issues are interrelated. Decisions on these issues would affect the justification
for, design and cost-effectiveness of the system. As part of further consideration to implementing
the system the AECB should, in the next phase of the project make decisions regarding:
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the scope of the system: whether the system will be developed for only nuclear reactor
regulation or for other regulatory activities as well;

It is recommended that the AECB develop the system to cover all regulatory
activities that could benefit from the system. A full determination of this scope
would be part of the next phase of the project.

approach to implementation: if it is decided that the scope should be AECB-widc,
whether the system should be implemented with nuclear reactor regulation as the spearhead
or all regulatory activities included at the outset;

It is recommended that nuclear reactor regulation be used as a spearhead. This
approach should result in the development of all the necessary attributes of the
system while keeping the magnitude of the task within reasonable bounds. As
experience is acquired with the system the scope could be expanded to other
regulatory activities, as required. Obviously the various lists would have to be
augmented and some system modifications may be needed as other regulatory
activities are added.

inter-site communications: whether sites and regional offices should have as good
access to the system as Head Office;

It is recommended that the sites and perhaps regional offices should have as good
access to the system as Head Office. Much of the rationale for this project resulted
from concerns about keeping project officers at reactor sites well informed.
Whether the regional offices should have read)' access to the system will depend on
whether the corresponding regulatory activities are included in the scope of the
system.

public access: whether the public will be given direct electronic access to part or all of the
database;

If the AECB decides to establish a publicly accessible client-server interface for
other purposes, it is recommended that the ADEM database be made accessible to •
the public to the extent permitted by the Access to Information Act.

platform: whether AECB staff and, if approved, public access would be made available
on both the Windows and Macintosh platforms, or just the Windows platform;

This recommendation depends on the scope of the system, as discussed above, and
whether public access is included. If the system becomes wider in scope than
nuclear reactor regulation there would be a case for developing the system for two
platforms. If the public will have access to the system the case for two platforms is
stronger.

scanners: whether scanners would be provided to facilitate entering data into the system.

It is recommended that scanners be provided with one being supplied to each site
and regional office using the system and one on each relevant floor of Head Office.
The use of scanners, combined with optical character recognition, would make data
entry more efficient and accurate than with keyboard entry for parts of documents
which are not imaged or stored as text by Records Office.
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7.2 Detailed System Development and Implementation

While the development of the software for the database (ADEM) is a key element in development
of the system, the detailed plan must include the management and administrative aspects of the
system and the development. Thus there must be close liaison between the AECB and the
contractor to ensure the proper coordination and collaboration in the development of all the
elements of the system. For example if the AECB wishes to include the database in a client-server
system this aspect should be included in the plan. If the AECB wishes to make most of the
database available to the public this would affect the design of the security aspects of ADEM. The
AECB working group should also be formed to provide input at the appropriate time.

Once the concept is accepted the next stage would be to issue a contract in three parts:

PART 1: preparation of a feasibility study, including:

• a detailed implementation plan to coordinate technical, administrative and management
aspects of the system;

• a detailed plan for developing the decision-making model (decisions to be made,
decision-making process and inputs to the decision-making process); and,

• detailed recommendations regarding the management issues;

• cost estimates for developing the decision making model and ADEM. The estimates
would include all short- and long-term resource costs including: development of the
software; design and operating documentation; training effort; on-going AECB staff effort
required to catalogue current decision-making; effort required to catalogue past decision-
making; and analysis of the AECB's decision-making process.

On completion of PART 1 the AECB would make decisions regarding the management issues and
authorize proceeding with the second and third parts of the contract.

PART 2: development of decision-making models for future licensed facilities or regulated
activity in accordance with the scope of the system. Initially this scope would be limited to
nuclear reactor regulation. The model would identify the decisions which experience, based
on regulations, licence conditions and past practice has shown will have to be made and the
process used for making them. To some extent this part of the project will depend on input
from the decision recording and retrieval system and would proceed in parallel with PART
3. This model would be based on the current AECB organization and use the most recent
reactor project (Darlington) as the prime example. In addition experience from other types
of nuclear facilities (uranium mines) would be used to construct the decision-making
models relating to the AECB's obligations under the FEARPGO.

PART 3: implementation of the detailed plan for the development of ADEM including the
necessary documentation for design, commissioning, operation and training.

Software development should be done in close collaboration with the AECB and should include:

• preliminary versions of the various lists required by the system

• realistic operational trials for the system during the commissioning period. These trials
should include using the system to catalogue some current decision-making and to
catalogue some past decision-making.

Action on decisions regarding the management issues could proceed in parallel with the design and
commissioning of ADEM.
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7.3 Selectson of Contractor

According to the Legal Services Unit of the AECB the development of a similar database by the
Department of Justice became successful only after persons familiar with the requirements of the
users became involved in the development of the software for the system. The AECB may wish to
profit from this experience by ensuring that a similar approach is taken from the outset. Therefore,
the contractor for the next phase of the project should be evaluated not only on capability to
produce software but also on understanding the requirements and working environment"of the
AECB.

7.4 Implementation

On the successful completion of the commissioning of the software, and, assuming that nuclear
reactor regulation is chosen to spearhead the implementation of the system, a phased-in approach
would be started for cataloguing current decision-making in other regulatory activities. The system
could be modified, if necessary, and the scope expanded as experience is accumulated. The
necessary infrastructure (see section 6, Administration of the System) would be put in place
during the course of commissioning the system.

Concurrently the AECB would decide the extent to which it wishes to catalogue past decision-
making. At least enough of past decision-making would have to be catalogued to contribute to the
development of the decision-making model. Full implementation of cataloguing past decision-
making would probably involve a substantial effort spread over a long period. It is unlikely that
incumbent AECB staff would have the necessary capacity to undertake this task, the real-lime
cataloguing and their other duties. Therefore, the AECB would probably have to engage
knowledgeable outsiders to do this task.

7.5 Cost of Implementation

Some of the features proposed for the system would save effort in using the system, and,
therefore, reduce the cost of using the system. However, there would be a one-lime development
cost to develop the custom software. For current decision-making purposes a tentative estimate for
the software development would be of the order of two hundred thousand to three hundred
thousand dollars, which could be spread over two years.

The level of effort to apply the system to recover past decision-making depends on how far back in
time the review would go and whether the scope of the review would be extended to include
regulatory activities besides nuclear reactor regulation. If the work is done by non-AECB
personnel it would still be necessary to engage personnel experienced and knowledgeable in the
subject matter being reviewed. A reasonable level of effort might be two person-years per year
spread over four persons working part-time. This approach would permit the project to proceed at
a reasonable pace without an undue drain on the AECB's annual budget. The review of closed files
can be enervating so a part-time approach would be better than full-time and would permit
engaging a wider range of experienced persons for a given annual budget. The review and
cataloguing might take five or more years depending on the scope of the system and the number of
files to be reviewed. This cost could be reduced if only sufficient recording of past decision-
making is done to develop the system.

For making current decisions on the future of this project a budget of one
hundred thousand dollars per year for seven years might be a reasonable estimate
to do the feasibility study, develop the database and then use the database to
recover past decision-making.

An estimate for developing the decision-making model would be one hundred thousand
dollars over the second and third years of the project, thai is, when some headway has
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been made in developing the decision recording and retrieval system so that it may be used to
retrieve decision-making relevant to this part of the project.

Other costs would include the cost of scanners and administrative costs associated with the support
of the system. These costs might amount to a few tens of thousands of dollars per year.

The situation would be reviewed on completion of the first part of the next phase of the project,
that is, the feasibility study and cost estimates.

In addition to the development costs and cost of recovering past decision-making there would be
the ongoing cost of AECB staff entering data into the system relating to current decision-making.
For example, the Significant Event Reporting System deals with about 700 events per year and
consumes three to four person-years per year. Included in this effort is the effort associated with
dealing with questions and inquiries, largely from other members of AECB staff.

ADEM would consume resources not only for data entry and retrieval but also indirectly through
dealing with inquiries and questions internally and, if the system is made publicly accessible, from
the public. Only a guess at this level of on-going effort can be offered at this point. That guess is a
total of about one-half a person-year per responsibility centre per year. That guess
could be refined to an estimate only after developing the software and conducting a trial run. Also,
data entry would almost certainly have to be done by staff familiar with the subject matter, so the
labour consumption will be at a fairly high level of seniority and, therefore, cost.
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APPENDIX A

Examples of AECB Decision-Making
The following tables shows some examples of AECB decision-making during the period that the
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station was being licensed for operation (circa. 1974 to 1982).
Since the emphasis in this contract was to develop the system for recording and recovering AECB
decision-making, only sufficient examples are recorded in this appendix to illustrate the features
required of the system.

The first point to note is that there is no single file that contains all of the decision-making on a
particular issue. For the purpose of this study the system must not rely on file numbers; although,
file numbers are retained in the system in case the actual documents need to be recovered.

The second point to note is that most of the decision-making is done by the AECB staff. Many
issues are addressed and resolved which do not come to the attention of the Board Members. If the
Board Members were involved in all decisions the licensing process would likely beunwieldy.

During the licensing process AECB staff keep Board Members appraised of issues through
periodic Significant Development Reports, but, even so, Board Members are made aware only of
the highlights. This point is not obvious from the limited compendium included herein. This
compendium focused on the period immediately before and immediately after the first operating
licence for Lepreau was issued, when the Board Members dealt with those issues which were not
resolved by AECB staff at the time that the applicants applied for an operating licence. It is
instructive to note that the decision made by Board Members was to approve the operating licence
for Lepreau, a licence which initially authorized making the reactor critical. Because of certain
unresolved issues the decision was left to AECB staff to issue the operating licence when the staff
considered the issues to be sufficiently resolved. In accordance with the terms of the licence AECB
staff also authorized increases in the maximum power of the reactor during its approach to full
power. Although the scope of the compendium is too limited to demonstrate the fact, several of
these issues were being addressed concurrently in the licensing of other facilities.

The compendium also includes examples of issues which were dealt with on other projects but
which also had a profound effect on Lepreau because of the importance of precedent in the
AECB's regulatory regime. One example is the depth of Shutdown System 1 in the Pickering 'B'
station. This issue actually had its beginnings with the licensing of the Bruce 'A' station several
years earlier. Similarly, the issues of code classifications for steam generators and of repairs to
steam generators was dealt with on an ad hoc basis. The point for this study is that to get a full
picture of the reactivity depth of shutdown system 1 and other issues in Lepreau the ADEM system
would have to incorporate links to how this issue was decided in other projects. Time limitations
permitted the development of only a hint of how extensive these linkages have to be.

Another limitation of the compendium is that it reflects the way that the AECB operated during a
certain period. It does not necessarily reflect the way the AECB operates now.

As limited as it is the compendium is the result of about two weeks of research. The main result of
producing the compendium was to illustrate the fact that it is necessary to develop the computerized
system before attempting to try to document past decision-making.



Table Al: Examples of Issues and Decisions affecting Lepreau NGS

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

74.02.??

78.11.15

FILE

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-0-0

26-0-0-2-0

SUBJECT

Classification of
CANDU Boilers
(steam genera-
tors)

xref:
26-1-10-0-0

effectiveness of
ECI

ISSUE

reactors-general -
general-reactor
safety-general

AECL proposed to
classify steam gen-
erators as "upgraded
ASMEIII,class2",
apparently
something between
class 1 and class
2.(IctterAECLto
Jcnnekens, DGOps,
in 1974.01)

alternatives to im-
prove effectiveness
of existing, low-
pressure ECI sys-
tems

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

minutes of meeting
AECB/Thomas:
Ont. MCCR;
Quebec DOL; et al

OH/Morison:
AECB/Jcnnekens

ABSTRACT'

general issues discussed such as approach to safety
(e.g. IOWG) approach using two safety shutdown
systems, turbine accident risk, aircraft crash risk,
proposed AECB safety criteria, seismic risk &
design standards, codes and guides, regulatory
research projects, etc.; little indication that
decisions were made on this file; could be useful as
background info for application to specific projects

AECB/Thomas convened a working group meeting
of jurisdictions: AECB, Ont. MCCR, Quebec DOL,
and outside experts form Ecole Polytechnique and
EMR. The group decided that AECL should
propose an existing classification either class 1
or class 2 and justify its proposal

final quarterly progress report summarizing results
of recent work showing 150-300 psi system
adequately capable of cooling pressure tube (and
fuel) except fora few isolated cases

Morison states OH proceeding to design ECI
system according to commitments in his letter of
78.10.10

Noms

• no record on 26-0-0-0-
0 of decision being
communi cated to
AECL— probably on
26-1-10-x-x

• set precedent for oilier
reactor projects

only covering letter on
file; not the progress
report

Note: OH uses the
expression "ECI" which
would be added to the
thesaurus for ECCS and
other similar expressions
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Table Al (cont.): Examples of Issues and Decisions affecting Lepreau NGS

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

79.04.23

82.07.12

82.11.10
82.11.08

77.04.15

78 04.25

FILE

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-0-0

26-0-0-0-0

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-2-0

SUBJECT

registration of
pressure retaining
components

Ont Hydro
Proposal for
Replacement
Repairs & Mods,
to pressure retain-
ing components

Over pressure
protection for
CANDU

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS1

Xref:
26-1-8-3-7
26-1-13-3

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS 1

ISSUE

joint AECB and
provincial jurisdic-
tion regulation of
pressure retaining
components

Ont. Hydro pro-
posed draft ap-
proach regarding
application of codes
to repairs, replace-
ment & modifica-
tions to pressure re-
taining components
(based on earlier
QASD document of
1980)

Regulatory
Document on safety
requirements for
over pressure
protection

whether SDS 1 has
enough reactivity
depth

whether SDS 1 has
enough reactivity
depth

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/Thomas:
Ont, Que. & N. B.
jurisdictions

QASD/Grant:
QASD/Jannan

two memos
QASD/Pereira:
SED/Wigfull

AECB/Jcnnckens;
OH/Morison

minutes of
AECB/OH./AECL
meeting

ABSTRACT

procedure for AECB approving the code
classification of nuclear systems

Grant reviewed OH proposal & recommended
acceptance, with some changes; 83.02.15 -
AECB/Grant to OH, Ont MCCR pro|>oses similar
approach for nuclear facilities in other provinces

83.03.24- similar let. to Quebec DOL; response
with comments dated 83.05.02.

AECB guidance on applying CSA N285.1 to
categorize failure events requiring over pressure
protection according to frequency of occurrence

outlines various conditions to ensure SDS 1 is
adequate for safety, including further study on
effect of pressure tube failure

restriction removed on installation of calandria

includes statement of minimum depth required
for SDS1 in future stations (100 mk)

dealing with various aspects of the issue

NOTES

satisfactory resolution of
certain outstanding
issues made a
prerequisite for issuance
of an operating licence
for Pickering GS "B".
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Table Al (cont.): Examples of Issues and Decisions affecting Lepreau NGS

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

78.06.13

79.04.02

81.04.21

82.01.08

83.06.23

FILE

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-2-0

26-0-0-0-0

SUBJECT

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS 1

Reactivity depth
of SDS 1

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS1

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS1

Reactivity depth
of Pickering B
SDS 1

ISSUE

whether SDS 1 has
enough reactivity
depth

whether SDS 1 has
enough reactivity
depth

whether SDS I has
enough reactivity
depth

whether S DS1 has
enough reactivity
depth

whether a pressure
tube rupture could
damage shut-off rod
guide tubes suffi-
cient to affect op-
eration of SDS 1

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/SED safely
assessment of OI I
submission of
Morison:
Jennekens, 78.01.31

AECL/Brooks:
AECB/Domaratzki

OH/Morison:
AECB/Domaratzki

OH/Morison:
AECB/Domaratzki

OH/Morison:
AECB/Domaratzki

ABSTRACT

conclusion is that OH analysis not acceptable; more
information required

submits analysis showing that depth of SDS 1 is
adequate for design basis conditions for Brace 'A'
& '13' and Darlington (Pickering 'B' and 600 M We
information to follow)

attaches report in response lo Domaratzki's letter of
79.10.26

OH report deals with all specific points raised by
AECB except possible mechanical damage

attaches report on mechanical interaction resulting
from a postulated pressure/calandria tube rupture

on basis of report OH concludes that adequate sub
criticality margin exists even under pessimistic
conditions postulated to occur simultaneously

outlines history and OH response to AECB
concerns

83.06.06 - AECB/Domaratzki acknowledges
receipt of OH/Morison letter

NOTliS

only covering letter on
file; not the attached
report
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Table A2: Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

79.12.14

80.03.20

81.06.10

82.01.??

82.02.01

FILE

26-0-0-1-0

26-1-12-2-0

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

xref:
26-1-10-1-6
BMD82-9

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Low Pressurizcr
Level Conditioning

reasoning behind
conditioning of
various trip paramc-
ters(Lepreau &
Genuity II)

1979 SaTety Report;
items requiring re-
view by SED

application for an
operating licence

application for an
operating licence

application for an
operating licence

ORG/FROiM:
ORG/TO

AECL/'Gadsby:
AECB/Marchildon
& Ewing

AECB/Harvie:
AECBAVaddington

NBEPC/McKenzie:
AECB/Ewing

DRR/Domaratzki:
Members, AECB

AECB/Jennekens:
NBEPC/Ô'Connor

ABSTRACT

outlines logic for trip set point conditioning using
prcssurizcr low level as an example

list of sections of safetv report requiring review bv
SED

NBEPC application for operating licence

project and licensing status of 600 MW reactors;

AECB informs NBEPC that licensing schedule
for Lepreau is unrealistic

reasons:

documentation in support of licence incomplete;
some lacks quality

current number of authorized operators insufficient

NOTES

documents attached to
covering letter were sent
to AEC13 library
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Table A2 (cont.); Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.02.04

82.02.04

82.02.24

82.02.26

82.03.02

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-2-0

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Operating Policies
and Principles

adequacy of
Lepreau OPPs

Operating Policies
and Principles

adequacy of
Lepreau OPPs

prerequisites to load
fuel

commissioning
completion
assurances

Fuel Loading

prerequisites to load
fuel

Lepreau Safety
Design Matrix

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKcnzie

NBEPC/McKcnzie:
AECB/Ewing

NBEPC/McKen/Je:
AECB/Ewing

Minutes of 4th
meeting attended
by:

NBEPC/McKcnzie,
Sommervillc,
Alikhan, et al:
AECB/Ewing,.
McClune

NBEPC/Humphrics:
AECB/Ewing

transmutai of safety
design matrix study

ABSTRACT

AECB comments on Lepreau OPPs

assigned action item 821203

attached arc Rev. 0 of Lepreau OPPs

three commissioning completion assurances
attached

appendix A of minutes lists 23 prerequisites arising
since last meeting; appendix B lists 14 prerequisites
from previous meetings

small LOCA and ECCS operation

NOTES

attach, sent to con-
fidential library

attachments not on this
file

appendices refer to
previous corrcsjx>ndencc
on each item (which
should be included in a
recording and retrieval
system)

doc containing study not
on file 26-1-12-2-0;
presumably in
confidential library
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.03.02

82.03.02

82.03.02

82.03.02

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Fuel Loading
Procedure and
Security Plan

whether security
plan for fuel loading
is acceptable

Guaranteed shut-
down state

adequacy of GSS
and procedures

Site Security Plan

adequacy of site se -
curity plan for first
critical

Abnormal Plant
Operating
Procedures

whether Lepreau
abnormal plant op-
erating procedures
are acceptable

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

NBEPC/McKenzie:
AECB/Ewing

NBEPC/McKcir/Jc:
AECB/Ewin»

NBEPC/McKcn/ie:
AECB/Owing

NBEPC/Sommcr-
ville: AECB/Ewing

ABSTRACT

level IV procedure for manually loading fuel

security features for fuel access control; fuel
accounting procedures

transmits procedural guarantees for over poisoned
GSS

shutdown systems; heat transport and aux. systems;
moderator purification; moderator system; liquid
poison addition; reactivity mechanism; monitoring
of poison concentration;

status summary:

fencing; alarms; security control room; security
personnel; communications; security vehicle;
documents; access control; identification system

status report:

loss of instrument air; loss of service water; dual
computer failure; loss of feed water; loss of class
IV power; loss of coolant; control room
uninhabitable

NBEPC seeks agreement that outstanding work
won't be an impediment to issuing Operating
Licence

NOTES

copies of procedures not
on this file
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.03.03

82.03.09

82.03.09

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Abnormal plant
operating proce-
dures

whether Lepreau
abnormal plant op-
erating procedures
are acceptable

Lcprcau Flush
Fueling Machine
Systems

whether to approve
application to
transfer D20 to
fueling machine
sys terns

Lepreau operating
policies and prin-
ciples

adequacy of
Lepreau OPPs

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

NBEPC/McKenzic:
AECB/Ewing

AHCH/IZwins:
NBEPC/McKcnzic

NBEPC/McKcnzie:
AECB/Ewing

ABSTRACT

transmits 5 A POP

event specific procedures; dual computer failure;
loss of instrument air; loss of service water; loss of
feed water

NBEPC authorized to transfer D20 to fueling
machine systems as outlined in NBEPC
application of 82.02.04

statement of intentions re: changes proposed by
Ewing, 82.02.04

distribution of OPPs; special safety systems;
shutdown of reactor; authority; staffing; modi -
fications; other regulations; operation and
maintenance; emissions; records and reports;
reporting; QA program; reactor boiler and aux-
iliaries; over pressure protection; RRS; loss of class
IV power;; testing of transfer logic; use of odd/even
lies; instrumentation and control; miscellaneous
plant systems

NOTES

copies of A POPs not on
this file
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.03.17

82.03.25

82.03.26

82.04.05

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreati
Nuclear Power
SHation

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Lepreau operating
policies and prin-
ciples

adequacy of
Lepreau OPPs

Authorization to
Load Fuel

whether to approve
loading of fuel into
Point Lepreau

Authorization to
Load Fuel

whether to approve
loading of fuel into
Point Lepreau

Abnormal Plant
Operating
Procedures

whether Lepreau
abnormal plant op-
erating procedures
are acceptable

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKenzic

NBEPC/McKcnzie:
AECB/Ewing

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPOMcKcnzic

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/Sommer-
ville

ABSTRACT

appears that AECB comments will be
satisfactorily incorporated; AECB will await
modified document

NBEPC in position to load fuel and requests
approval to load fuel

appendix A summarizes status of prerequisites:

system prerequisites; accident analysis; design
description; operating policies and principles;
physical security; staff certification; contingency
plans; design manuals; inspection and test register;
guaranteed shutdown state; proposed change
system; quality assurance manual

AECB approves loading fuel into the reactor

approval based on NBEPC assurance in NBEPC
application of 82.03.25 that all prerequisites have
been completed

Ewing comments on schedule for submission of
procedures

Ewing points out that procedures are prerequisite to
issuance of operating licence

NOTES
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.04.16

82.04.30

82.05.21

82.06.01

82.07.07

82.07.19

FILE

26-1-12-2-0

26-1-12-2-0

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

xref:
26-1-10-1-6
BMD82-
114

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

contents of staff re -
port on start-up of
Lepreau & Gentilly

Lepreau Safety
Design Matrix

application for an
operating licence

whether to approve
reactor operating li-
cence # 7/82 for
Lepreau

whether to approve
reactor operating li-
cence # 7/82 for
Lepreaii

whether to approve
reactor operating li-
cence ft 7 /82 for
Lepreau

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/Harvie:
AECB/(several
managers outside
PRD)

NBEPC/Ilumphrics:
AECB/Ewing

NBEPC/McKcnzie:
AECB/Ewing

AECB/Jcnnekens:
NBEPC/O'Connor

Board decision on
operating licence
after meeting of
82.05.26

DRR: Members
AECB

Board minute 150,
para 27

ABSTRACT

memo outlines guidelines to be used in the
preparation of the report; requests cooperation of
other managers

Operation Following an Earthquake; transmittal of
safety design matrix study

revised application replaces previous applications

transmits Board decision that outstanding items
(issues) must be resolved before the operating
licence is approved

reason for decision is that Board agrees with staff
recommendation that a number of issues need to be
resolved before licence is issued

next meeting of Bd. scheduled for 82.07.19 for
further consideration of the application

three remaining impediments to issuing operating
licences forG2 & Lepreau; staff recommends Bd.
approval of licences and delegate decision to issue
to staff

decision to approve the licence subject to certain
issues being resolved

NOTI-S

attached doc sent to
confidential library

attached application
document not on tills file
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.07.19

82.07.20

82.07.21

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

xref: BMD
82-114-A

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
S talion

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

whether to approve
reactor operating li-
cence il 7/82 for
Lepreau

whether to approve
reactor operating li-
cence tt 7/82 lor
Lepreau

Lepreau Register of
Licensing
Documentation

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

DRR: Members
AECB

AECU/IIarvic:
NBEPC/Creaghan

NBEPC/MeKenzic:
AECB/Ewing

ABSTRACT

Modifications to operating licence

outlines reasons for modifications including new
conditions:

new requirement for in-service leak testing of
containment

new requirement to update the safety report at least
once every three years

decision: AECB staff issues operating licence

operating licence attached to lelter

submission of first issue of the register, which will
be updated on a mutually acceptable frequency

entries begin from items that were active at the time
that application for operating licence was made

includes reference document describing scope,
responsibilities and procedures for preparing and
maintaining the RLD

RLD to be a 'live' document updated annually

NOTES

note: decision to issue
licence was staff
decision

RLD lists 97 items
relating to station
design, operation,
commitments, safely
analyses,
commissioning,
completion assurances,
operating policies and
principles

difficult to track items
because neither AECB
nor NBEPC file num-
bers arc recorded; only
serial // description, date,
subject and status
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

82.07.22

82.08.31

82.09.15

83.01.14

83.01.18

FILE

26-1-12-1-0

26-1-12-2-0

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
l'oint Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

Lepreau Safety
Design Matrix

descriptions for
boiler level control
system

Shut Down System

failure of SDS 1 to
trip on boiler feed
line low pressure

Regional
Overpower
Protection

trip set points

Regional
Overpower
Protection

trip set points

ORCÏ/FROM:
ORG/TO

NBEPC/McGrcgor:
AECB/Ewing

rejwrt prepared bv
NBEPC/Thompsôn

AECB/McGrcgor:
AECB/Ewing

NBEPC/McKenzie:
AECB/Ewing

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKcnzie

ABSTRACT

Operator actions

attached report identifies specific operator actions
in the Point Lepreau SDM

a second edition of SDMs will deal with actions not
supported by NBEPC

3-d pipe work models

encloses:

recommendations; summary of events; sequences
of events; computer trends; SDS I unavailability
assessment

low steam generator level said to be adequate
backup parameter for this scenario

request and rationale to increase set points to 105%
in SDS 1 and 109% in SDS 2

authorization to increase set points to 105% FP
on both SDS 1 & SDS 2

NOTES

attachment is in file
pocket 26-1-12-1-0

report located in file
pocket to vol. I of file

not clear from this file
what action resulted
from the re-
commendations,
i. e. follow-up
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

83.01.21

82.09 -
83.01

83.01.28

83.02.01

83.02.10

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

(

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

,Licensing of
Point Lcprcau
Nuclear Power
Slation

,xi:ef: 26-1-12-3-7

ISSUE

Phase C
Commissioning

result of load rejec-
tion test

(skipped over
correspondence for
approvals to
operate at various
other power levels)

Phase C
Commissioning

authorization for
power increase

Phase C
Commissioning

authorization for
power increase

ROP trip set points

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKcnzie

NBErc/McKeir/ie:
AECB/Ewing

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKenzic

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKcnzie

ABSTRACT

summary of technical issues arising from the test:

several points regarding boiler low level trips

low boiler level step-back: no further action
required

CSDV logic: no further action required

request authorization to raise power to 95% FP

status of SDS 1&2 PROMS

pro]x>ses ROP set point 120%

certifies prerequisites fulfilled

authorization to increase power to 92% and
95% based on assurances in letters of 83.01.07 and
83.01.28

ROP trip set points for SDS 1 & 2 max. of
109.7% FP

comments on uncertainties in:

onset of dry out and sheath températures;

accuracy of reactor physics codes

allowance for thermal power calibration

prepared to approve trip set points of 112.5%

NOIES

reference TDAI322
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Table A2 (cont.): Limited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

83.02.17

83.03.17

83.03.18

83.03.19

RLE

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

commissioning pro-
gram for ROP

prerequisites for full
power operation

prerequisites for full
power operation

Lepreau operating
policies and prin-
ciples

adequacy of
Lepreau OPPs

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

NBEPC/McKenzic:
AECB/Ewing

AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKenzic

letter
NBEPC/McKen/ie:
AECB/Ewing

DRR/Colligan:
DRR/Ewing

ABSTRACT

update on commissioning program

rationale for applying a minus 3% commissioning
uncertainty

channel flow verification

large LOCA analysis and ECCS performance

• commitment to establish experimental and
analytical programs to reduce LOCA analysis
uncertainties

• commitment to update large LOCA analysis
section of safety report

comparison of Lepreau OPPs with those of other
stations

NOTES

sec 83.03.22
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Table A2 (cont.): Limiited Compilation of Decision-Making for Lepreau Operating Licence

Note: AECB decisions are in bold type

DATE

83.03.22

FILE

26-1-12-1-6

SUBJECT

Licensing of
Point Lepreau
Nuclear Power
Station

ISSUE

prerequisites for full
power operation

ORG/FROM:
ORG/TO

letter AECB/Ewing:
NBEPC/McKenzie

ABSTRACT

full power operation of Lepreau authorized
based on:

• commitments and assurances in references 1 to 6
(6 letters McKenzic: Owing)

83.03.16 - trip coverage
83.03.18 - large LOCA analysis and ECCS
performance
83. 03.09 - Point Lepreau ROP set points
83.02.17 - update to ROP commissioning
program at Lcpreau
83.02.23 - Authorization to raise reactor power to
100%
83.03.15 - periodic channel temperature scans

• load rejection test to be performed within two
weeks of re-start

• no authorization to adjust SDS I and 2 ROP
trip

NOTES
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APPENDIX B

Hierarchy of Decision-making

The layouts on the following pages illustrate with very simple examples the hierarchical structure
of AECB decision-making. In each case an end point of decision-making is selected. The end
points selected for the examples are milestones in the licensing for Lepreau:

• approval for the reactor to be taken to full power; and,

• issuance of the licence to make the reactor critical for the first time.

Both of these decisions were made by AECB staff in accordance with the terms of the licence
approved by the Board Members. AECB staff licensing decisions no doubt involved the
acquiescence of the President, but, in accordance with the AECB's oral tradition, there is no
record of this acquiescence.

The purpose of these layouts is simply to show the lips of the decision-trees leading up to these
very significant milestones. For the purpose of this contract the actual substance of the decision-
making is not important. It must be stressed that these are very simple examples. All of the
records were on one file, involved relatively few issues and documents and occurred over a
relatively short period of time. Even so it is evident that the decision-trees are not complete.

There are nine levels in the hierarchy of the decision-tree to authorize full power operation and
eight levels in the decision-tree to issue the start-up licence. More complex examples would be
virtually impossible to illustrate on two-dimensional paper and would have required substantially
more research than would be supported by the current contract.

Between these two examples there occurred a number of olher authorizations to proceed lo
intermediate power levels, each involving another decision-tree.

A comparison of the two examples is sufficient to show thai a number of issues were resolved
between the two milestones, some new issues were introduced as a result of commissioning
experience and some issues were not completely resolved even when the authorization was given
to proceed to full power. No doubt there were a number of issues which arose and were resoh'ed
between these two milestones and are not mentioned in either layout.

Figures 1 and 2 of this appendix show layouts 1 and 2 represented as decision-trees. Because of
the need to scale down the figure lo fit onto one page the entries in the various boxes arc too
compressed to be read. The only purpose of these figures is to demonstrate that once the
hierarchy of decision-making is constructed in the data base it is relatively simple to display the
decision-making process as a decision tree, including inpuis from licensees. In practice a paper
copy of a display would consist of as many pages as required to be able to read the various
entries, with graphical links from one page to the next.

From these admittedly simple and incomplete examples it is, nevertheless, evident that the
AECB does not formally document its reason for decision. One has to reconstruct the whole
thread of communications on any given issue to understand the basis for an AECB decision.
Much of that basis lies in submissions lo the AECB, nol just in documentation originated by the
AECB.

Another conclusion of this exercise is that it would be impractical to attempt lo document the
AECB's decision-making without using modern EDP technology.
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Layout 1 : Lepreau 100% FP Authorization

1 file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.22
to: NBEPC/A. R. McKenzie
from: AECB/B. M. Ewing
subject: full power station operation
AECB decision: full power station operation authorized

1.1. AECB decision: total thermal power not to exceed 2156 MW
1.2. AECB decision: authorization does not permit adjustment of ROP trip set points
1.3. based on commitments and assurances in references 1 to 6

1.3.1. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.18
to: AECB/Ewing
from: NBEPC/McKenzie
subject: large loca analysis and ECCS performance predictions

1.3.1.1. NBEPC makes commitment to experimental and analytical programs to reduce LOCA
analyses uncertainties
1.3.1.2. NBEPC makes commitment to update large LOCA analysis section of safely report

1.3.2. channel flow verification
1.3.2.1. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.17
to: NBEPC/McKenzie
from: AECB/Ewing
subject: channel flow verification
AECB decision: channel flow verification issue resolved with respect to raising to full reactor power

1.3.2.1.1. NBEPC to supply detailed procedures to AECB
1.3.2.1.2. NBEPC to supply température scan data to AECB

1.3.2.2. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.15
to: AECB/Ewing
from: NBEPC/McKenzie
subject: periodic channel teni|)erature scan

1.3.2.2.1. NBEPC makes commitment and gives general outline of procedures for verifying
channel flow distribution and, less frequently, channel power distribution
1.3.2.2.2. NBEPC will supply detailed procedures later

1.3.3. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.16
to: AECB/Ewing
from: NBEPC/McKenzie
subject: action item 831203 - Trip Coverage

1.3.3.1. effectiveness of BLFP trip
1.3.3.1.1. rationale for BLFP trip outlined
1.3.3.1.2. NBEPC reviewing BLFP trip parameter to reduce complexity

1.3.3 2. symmetric feed line break
1.3.3.2.1. NBEPC will review trip effectiveness
.3.3.2.2. NBEPC will initiate appropriate analyses if review reveals concerns

1.3.3.3. loss of boiler feed water pumps
1.3.3.3.1. NBEPC makes commitment for further analysis
1.3.3.3.2. NBEPC expresses need to re-evaluate trip effectiveness criteria

1.3.3.4. loss of feed water to a single steam generator
1.3.3.4.1. NBEPC will submit results of review to AECB when review completed

1.3.3.5. validity of analytical assumptions
1.3.3.5.1. this item requires more discussion

1.3.3.6. documentation of assumptions
1.3.3.6.1. NBEPC prepared to initiate review of assumptions relevant to trip effectiveness criteria
1.3.3.6.2. NBEPC proposes discussion with AECB before starling review
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1.3.4. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.03.09
to: AECB/Ewing
from: NBEPC/McKenzie
subject: Pt. Lepreau ROP trip set points

1.3.4.1. key requirements for adequate ROP
1.3.4.1.1. NBEPC: requirements have been addressed by AECL-EC
1.3.4.1.2. NBEPC: ripple allowance to be re-evaluated when operational data available

1.3.4.2. ROP trip set point values
1.3.4.2.1. attachment 1 shows status of items raised by AECB

1.3.4.2.1.1. reactor physics
1.3.4.2.1.1.1. commissioning tests

1.3.4.2.1.1.1.1. commissioning lest results being compared with simulations and
results will be made available to AECB by 83.04.30

1.3.4.2.1.1.1.1.1. list of cases to be assessed
1.3.4.2.1.1.1.1.2. comparison and evaluation of data

1.3.4.2.1.1.2. future tests
1.3.4.2.1.1.2.1. NBEPC: xenon override lest to be done in near future analyzed and
reported to AECB
13.4.2.1.1.2.2. NBEPC to submit proposal "next week" with respect to through life
verification of PCMR

1.3.4.2.1.1.3. critical channel powers
1.3.4.2.1.1.3.1. NBEPC submits requested info to AECB as attachment 2

1.3.4.2.1.1.3.1.1. file: (no AECB file #)
date: 83.03.08
to: AECB/Marchildon/Ewing
from: AECL/Natalizio
subject: 600 MW ROP - CHF Concerns
(letter responds to AECB's CHF concerns)

1.3.4.2.1.1.3.2. AECL to complete U-l cosine heat 11 ux experiments and info lobe
submi tied to AECB

1.3.4.2.1.1.4. thermal power calibration
1.3.4.2.1.1.4.1. AECB action and G-2 action; no NBEPC action

1.3.4.2.1.1.5. boiler press changes during slow LORC
1.3.4.2.1.1.5.1. AECB action; no NBEPC action

2. file: 26-1-12-1-6
date: 83.02.23
to: AECB/Ewing
from: NBEPC/McKenzie
Subject: Point Lepreau GS Authorization to Raise Reactor Power to 100%
NBEPC requests authorization to go to 100% full power

2.1. NBEPC certifies that all prerequisites have been met
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Layout 2: Lepreau Operating Licence

1.26-1-12-1-6
82.07.20
to: NBEPC/Creaghan
from: AECB/Harvie
Subject: Reactor Operating Licence No. 7/82, Point Lepreau GS
AECB Decision: issue first operating licence for Lepreau

1.1. (text of licence not included in this outline)
1.2.82.07.19
Minutes of 150th Meeting of the Board
paragraph 27
Decisions
• Operating Licence for Lepreau is approved
• staff delegated to issue the operating licence when three impediments have been removed
1.3. BMD 82-114-A
26-1-12-1-6
26-1-10-1-6
82.07.19
to: Members, AECB
from: DRR/Domaratzki
subject: Operating Licence for 600 MW Reactors
DRR recommendation to Members of Board

1.3.1. revised draft operating licence for Point Lepreau GS
1.3.1.1. list of changes from original draft
1.3.1.2. new conditions (no reasons given in this doc for the new conditions)

1.3.1.2.1. preclude operation for extended period without connection to electrical grid
1.3.1.2.2. submission required of QA procedures
1.3.1.2.3. updating of safety report every three years
1.3.1.2.4. maintenance of register of licensing documentation
1.3.1.2.5. in-service leak testing of containment

1.4. BMD 82-114
26-1-10-1-6
26-1-12-1-6
82.07.07
to: Members, AECB
from: DRR/Domaratzki
subject: licensing of Gentilly-2 and Point Lepreau GS
DRR recommendations to Members of Board

1.4.1. recommend Board approve licence for 60% FP and staff issue licence when three
impediments removed
1.4.2. report regarding three impediments to start-up licence and other issues attached
(note: in cataloguing each case a link would be needed to an internal staff review and
correspondence with licensees)

1.4.2.1. recommendations related to first criticality
1.4.2.1.1. impediments to slart-up licence

1.4.2.1.1.1. operator certification
1.4.2.1.1.1.1. insufficient number of certified shift supervisors and control room operators

1.4.2.1.1.2. therniosyphom'ng analysis
1.4.2.1.1.2.1. some clarification of thermosyphoning analysis required

1.4.2.1.1.3. deuterium release from moderator
1.4.2.1.1.3.1. staff need to complete review of submission on deuterium release from
moderator

1.4.2.1.2. impediments to full power licence
1.4.2.1.2.1. end fitting failure analysis

1.4.2.1.2.1.1. need to complete detailed review and resolve outstanding questions
1.4.2.1.2.2. small loss-of-coolant accident - short tenu analysis
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1.4.2.1.3. oilier issues now sufficiently resolved
1.4.2.1.3.1. relating to first criu'cality

1.4.2.1.3.1.1. seismic design
1.4.2.1.3.1.2. programmable digital comparators
1.4.2.1.3.1.3. dousing system modifications
1.4.2.1.3.1.4. shutdown systems - trip coverage

1.4.2.1.3.1.4.1. trip coverage for loss of service water still needed
1.4.2.1.3.1.4.2. further analyses of several cases still needed

1.4.2.1.3.1.5. operating policies and principles
1.4.2.1.3.1.6. channel flow blockage - fuel effects

1.4.2.1.3.1.6.1. generic program for all CANDUs in progress
1.4.2.1.3.1.7. loss of pressure control accidents
1.4.2.1.3.1.8. large loss-of-coolant accident analysis

1.4.2.1.3.1.8.1. short-term analysis has shortcomings; to be resubmitled by 1983
April
1.4.2.1.3.1.8.2. long-term analysis to be submitted by 1983 April

1.4.2.1.3.1.9. small loss-of-coolant accident, recovery phase analysis
1.4.2.1.3.1.10. loss of regulation analysis
1.4.2.1.3.1.11. ihermosyphoning code validation

1.4.2.1.3.1.11.1. further tests to be done
1.4.2.1.3.1.12. safety design matrix - containment operation
1.4.2.1.3.1.13. safety design matrix -loss of steam generators as heal sink

1.4.2.2. recommendations related to high power operation
1.4.2.2.1. impediments to full or high power operation

1.4.2.2.1.1. heat transport system flow oscillations
1.4.2.2.1.2. regional oveqjower trip set points
1.4.2.2.1.3. loss-of-coolant analysis uncertainties
1.4.2.2.1.4. loss-of-coolant analysis - pressure tube behaviour
1.4.2.2.1.5. loss-of-coolant/loss of emergency core coolant dual failure analysis
1.4.2.2.1.6. channel flow blockage - operator response

1.4.2.2.2. issues now sufficiently resolved
1.4.2.2.2.1. dousing system valve opening times

1.4.2.2.3. issues having no power dependence
1.4.2.2.3.1. main steam isolating valves
1.4.2.2.3.2. review and revision of safety design matrices
1.4.2.2.3.3. post loss-of-coolanl radiation fields
1.4.2.2.3.4. heat transport system forced circulation with partially voided core
1.4.2.2.3.5. operational quality assurance program

1.4.3. draft licence attached
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APPENDIX C

Consultations
Consultations were held with the following members of AECB staff, Legal Counsel and the
President. Where names are separated by a slash character a collective meeting was held.

A. J. Bishop J. R. Coady/ K. P. Wagstaff/ W. D. Goodwin

L. S. Holland/ A. Nowack L F r a s e r / f - C J e n k i n P- J- Conlon
J G McManus B< M< E w i n 2 J- C P o w e r / J- K- P e r e i r a /

J. u. McManus M C h a n d r a , j L W a l i a c h

^ r» o t-,i-' G- J< K. Asmis/ R. L. Ferch/
Z. Domaratzk. R pR. M. Duncan M p M e a s u r e s / R E U t l i n g / H Ra gheb
J. G. Waddington R. J. Maloney/R. M. Chatterjee j ^ Masbiu

J.D.Han'ie R.A.Thomas C. A. Ellyson
B. R. Leblanc A. M. M. Aly E g c ] a r k

P. H. Wigfull J. P. Didyk (by telephone, only)

H. J. M. Spence

In addition, several discussions were held with the Technical Authority, M. Chandra.

Results of Consultations

In general there was strong support and recognition of the need for the development of such a
system from legal, operational and corporate points of view. Of course it remains to be seen how
strong that support will be when the cost of implementing the system becomes known.

Most persons involved in licensing activities can recall examples of past AECB decisions for
which the reason for the decision has been lost or is not known by the persons currently involved
in licensing the particular activity. Concerns were expressed that new staff were raising old
issues but the background to those issues is practically lost by being in archived files
(reinventing the wheel syndrome). Even if the files are available in the AECB Records Office,
considerable research is needed to find the background to specific issues.

It would appear to be more efficient to develop a system to recapture all of past decision-making
(to some level of detail) than to try to recapture it issue-by-issue.

The universal wish was to have a system that would capture current decision-making in real lime.
Opinions were divided on whether it would be practical to try to recapture past decision-making.
The strongest support for recovering past decision-making came from those operationally
involved in licensing.

The importance of integrating the system into the corporate EDP framework was stressed by
IMS.

Information was obtained on the operation of BITS, BMDS and the Library's Information
Navigator.

Of particular interest was a system tried by the Lepreau site office in which whole records from
any reactor site office were deposited in a computerized filing system. This system is being
discontinued because (a) the available memory is about full and (b) there have been no inquiries.
The reason for such a situation is not clear. A possible explanation is that the staff memory is
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sufficient for the near term. The memory that is needed is for issues which are sufficiently old
that the background has been forgotten or lost from the corporate memory because of turn-over
in staff. This explanation increases the strength of the case for recovering past decision-making.
It also shows that the investment in the system is a case of "short term pain for long term gain".

There was a mixed response in the amount that individuals currently use BITS. Some used it
regularly, but most used it very little. Perhaps the explanation is similar to that offered for the
Lepreau experience, that is, BITS information is relatively recent.

The lack of access to BITS by Macintosh users and reactor site offices constitute weaknesses in
that system which limit its usefulness.

The necessity of incorporating the effect of outside influences on AECB decision-making was
stressed by DFC and the Secretarial. For example, under FEARPGO the system must track the
AECB's input into the Process and the fate of recommendations resulting from the Process. For
proposals for which the AECB is the Initiator the AECB has responsibilities for ensuring action
on recommendations even in areas for which the AECB is not the jurisdiction. The AECB also
needs to keep track of the disposition of comments from the public and interaction with other
government departments, including provincial ones, on establishing terms of reference for a
panel for public review. To allow for public input certain licences issued by Designated Officers
now undergo a two-step process similar to licences approved by the Board. A system is needed
for keeping track of this public input.

Another non-licensing application of the system would be to track decision-making on access-to-
information requests and management decisions, e.g. decisions affecting AECB priorities for
resources and, therefore, the effectiveness of various regulatory activities.

A tracking system was seen as being useful for internal QA purposes.

There was general agreement that the system should be based on tracking issues rather than
decisions, as such. For example, in the safeguards area many issues arise which do not result in
an AECB decision, but still should be tracked.

OPI confirmed that most of the data base could be made accessible to the public. Very little of
the information received by the AECB relating to licensing cannot be made accessible.

The system was seen as being useful in the training of new staff; another reason for using it to
recover past decision-making.


